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Dissertation Title: Optimizing Eating Performance for Long-term Care Residents with
dementia
Wen Liu, Doctor of Philosophy, 2015
Dissertation Directed by: Barbara Resnick, PhD, RN, CRNP, FAAN, FAANP, Professor,
University of Maryland School of Nursing

Background Eating is the most basic activities of daily living (ADLs) to perform, the
last ADL to lose and the first to restore. Many individual and environmental factors
influence eating performance among long-term care (LTC) residents with dementia.
Function-Focused Care for Cognitively impaired (FFC-CI), a philosophy of care in which
nurses optimize function and physical activity during all care interactions with residents,
was developed to best address these factors and thereby optimize eating performance
among residents.
Purpose To examine the influence of specific intrapersonal, interpersonal, environmental
and policy factors on eating performance; and evaluate the impact of FFC-CI on eating
performance over a 6 month period among LTC residents with moderate-to-severe
cognitive impairment.
Methods This study was a secondary data analysis including 199 residents in eight LTC
facilities from two cluster-randomized controlled trials. Data were collected at baseline, 3
and 6 months. Resident descriptive data, eating performance, cognitive function, sitting
balance, physical capability, depression and agitation were included in the analysis.

Binary logistic regression was used to examine the adjusted effects of factors on eating
performance, and Generalized Estimating Equations to evaluate the impact of FFC-CI.
Results At baseline, almost one third (32.2%) of the 199 residents needed help with
eating. After adjusting the type of LTC facility, co-morbidities, chair-sitting balance,
agitation and depression, compromised eating performance was associated with severe
cognitive impairment (OR = 2.70, 95% CI: 1.24, 5.87) and low physical capability (OR =
1.13, 95% CI: 1.01, 1.28). There was no significant treatment effect between groups on
eating performance (p = .195).
Conclusion This study supported the association of eating performance with cognitive
impairment and physical capability, and a need to revise FFC-CI to better address eating
performance. Targeted interventions should be implemented to reduce the impact of
cognitive decline on eating performance and promote physical capability. Future work
needs to utilize validated multiple-item measures for eating performance, and examine
the influence of additional interpersonal and environmental factors. In addition, future
work may benefit from a stronger focus on eating performance rather than the more
commonly addressed functional tasks such as bathing, dressing and ambulation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Purpose
1.1 Introduction
Eating Performance
Eating performance is the functional performance to get food into the mouth and
swallow it. It is one of the most basic and easiest activities of daily living (ADLs) that
long-term care (LTC) residents can perform 1, the last ADL that they may lose 2, 3, as well
as the first ADL that they can regain 4. Eating independently by oneself without
supervision or assistance is an important indicator of quality of life for LTC residents,
both physically and psychosocially 5. In addition, eating is not just a process to get
adequate nutrition and intake, but also a pathway to enjoy food and social interaction
during mealtimes 6, 7. Mealtime experiences should continue to be pleasant for individuals
with cognitive impairment as they live in LTC facilities.
Impact of Dementia on Eating Performance
Dementia is common among residents living in LTC settings in the United States.
Cognitive impairment affects 70% of residents in Assisted Livings (AL) and 68% of
those in nursing homes (NH), among which 41-42% had moderate to severe impairment
8, 9

. Cognitively impaired residents living in LTC today experience greater functional

decline with regard to eating compared to those without dementia 8, 10. Prior evidence
suggests that 22% of AL residents with cognitive impairment had impairment in eating
and required assistance, among which 89% had moderate to severe cognitive impairment
8

. Nursing Home residents with severe cognitive impairment demonstrated the greatest

functional deterioration in eating compared to the other ADLs within 6 months after
admission 2. Compromised eating performance in residents with dementia can result in
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various consequences, which include inadequate intake and weight loss 11-13, malnutrition
and respiratory complications 12, 14, loss of eating ability 15, 16, impaired quality of life and
even death 13.
1.2 Overview of Factors that Influence Eating Performance
Numerous factors influence eating performance among older adults with dementia
in LTC. The Social Ecological Model (SEM; Figure 1), which was developed based on
Ecological Systems Theory 17, 18, provides a comprehensive framework for
conceptualizing and understanding the many factors that influence eating performance.
Specifically, the SEM provides a multi-level perspective that addresses intrapersonal,
interpersonal, environment and policy factors, all of which can influence eating
performance 19-21.
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Figure 1 Factors that Influence Eating Performance
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Intrapersonal factors
Cognitive impairment 8, 22, especially moderate-to-severe impairment 2, 16, 23, has
been demontrated to be associated with dependence in eating. Prior research also
indicated an association between eating performance and co-morbid conditions 16, 24,
physical capability (e.g., mobility and grip strength of upper extremities, chair sit and rise
performance) 25-27, motivation 12, and mood and behavioral symptoms (e.g., depression,
apathy, agitation, pacing, wandering, aggression and resistance to care) 10, 12.
Interpersonal factors
As would be expected, eating performance among residents with dementia is also
associated with interpersonal interactions with caregivers and other residents during
mealtimes 28. Interactions by caregivers in these LTC settings are based on their
perceptions, knowledge and beliefs that residents with dementia are unable to eat
independently or that they are unable to ensure adequate caloric intake, and thus these
residents are inappropriately provided with excessive assistance (i.e., residents are fed
versus being allowed and encouraged to self-feed) 29, 30. In addition, many caregivers and
family members believe that feeding an older adult is a way of being caring and nurturing
31

. Specific interpersonal interactions that influence eating performance include such

things as role modeling by caregivers and other residents to eat independently 6, 7,
communication with caregivers and other residents about eating and food during
mealtimes 12, 32, and social support from caregivers and peer residents who sit adjacently
33, 34

.
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Environmental factors
Compromised eating performance has been associated with less supportive
physical and social environments in which the LTC residents live and receive care 16, 24.
Factors such as lighting and table setting contrast in the dining room 35, the availability of
adapted food (e.g., finger food), assistive eating devices (e.g., no-spill cups, adaptive
bowls, built-up utensils, and plate guards) and adaptive seat height, and the comfort and
fit of the chairs or wheelchairs in which residents sit during meals in terms of optimizing
positioning can all influence eating performance 16. In addition, multiple aspects of the
social and cultural environments, such as the way in which the food is delivered, the
cultural compatibility of the food choices provided and cultural routines of dining, also
influence eating performance 12, 36, 37.
Policy factors
The system or institutional policies and care practices that respond to regulatory
requirements likewise can impact eating performance. Specifically, policy-related factors
include an emphasis on adequate caloric intake driven by regulatory oversight of
preventing weight loss of 5% or more of the baseline weight in the last month or 10% or
more of the baseline weight in the last 6 months during the selected quarter as a clinical
quality indicator in LTC settings 38, staffing policies that result in insufficient staff for
mealtime supervision and assistance in terms of optimizing eating performance 33, 39, 40,
and institutional policies that restrict independent performance of eating tasks due to
safety concerns (e.g., aspiration and choking) 12, 30. Moreover, custodial care practice
policies that focus on intake of food and task completion in an effort to ensure
expediency, as opposed to ensuring an enabling and therapeutic meal experience, can
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diminish eating performance 6, 30, 33. Specifically, insufficient staffing and policies to
prevent weight loss in LTC settings result in caregivers electing to hand feed residents or
modify food and fluid consistency in order to maintain caloric intake and complete
feeding quickly 34, 41. Excessive and/or unnecessary assistance with feeding, regardless of
residents’ self-eating ability, may result in unintended dependence, interfere with
residents’ autonomy, decrease mealtime pleasure and elicit resistance to care 6, 42, 43.
Understanding the many factors that influence eating performance will provide
important directions for developing and implementing interventions to facilitate
independence in eating and thereby improve mealtime enjoyment and quality of life 44.
Factors that influence eating performance should incorporate all components of the social
ecological model so as to comprehensively address the different issues related to both
individuals and settings of care 44-46. Using known factors that influence eating
performance, interventions can be developed to help residents in LTC settings restore and
maintain optimal eating performance and weight, maintain upper extremity range of
motion, optimize quality of life and decrease caregiver burden 6, 7, 47.
1.3 Overview of Interventions that Aim to Optimize Eating Performance
Interventions that apply multi-level multi-component individualized care
approaches are recommended in terms of promoting engagement of residents in their
highest level of function with regard to eating 44-46. Such interventions would be
consistent with the current focus on person-centered care and quality of life which is a
major initiative within Advancing Excellence and the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS) National Partnership to Improve Dementia Care in Nursing Homes 48.
Current interventions targeting individual and/or environmental factors associated with
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eating performance include training programs for residents, mealtime assistance from
nursing caregivers, environment modification, and multi-component interventions 49.
Training programs and mealtime assistance
Among the interventions, the eating task-specific training programs (i.e., spaced
retrieval and Montessori methods) targeting older adults (L. Lin et al., 2010; Lin, Huang,
Watson, Wu, & Lee, 2011; Wu, Lin, Wu, Lin, & Liu, 2014) and mealtime assistance
offered by nursing staff (i.e., verbal prompts and cues, positive reinforcement,
appropriate praise and encouragement) 50-52 showed effectiveness in improving eating
performance. Specifically, spaced retrieval trainings provide residents with information
and procedures related to eating and ask them to recall it at increasing time intervals 53,
while Montessori-based activities break down eating-related activities into continuous
sequential procedures, and ask residents to practice the procedures in sequence actively
and repetitively 54. These training programs enhanced residents’ memory and practice of
eating related information and procedures, and helped residents complete mealtime tasks
and experience successful independent eating. In addition, the verbal assistance offered
by nursing staff engaged residents to continue with eating tasks and helped to promote a
maximum level of resident participation in eating, and thereby may promote self-feeding
performance.
Function-Focused Care for Cognitively impaired (FFC-CI)
Care practice approaches with a focus on function versus only on nutrition intake
and weight can be another way in which to optimize eating performance. The FunctionFocused Care for Cognitively impaired (FFC-CI) approach is an innovative philosophy of
nursing care that is geared to help nursing staff identify the underlying physical capability
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of residents with cognitive impairment and optimize that ability during all care
interactions, such as mobility, exercise, bathing, and eating 55, 56. For example, if the
resident had the underlying ability to ambulate to the dining room, he/she would be
encouraged to do so and cued and supervised to do so for all meals. Also, a resident who
had difficulty starting a meal would be provided with hand-under-hand feeding assistance
to initiate the eating process so that the resident can continue with self-feeding
independently. Likewise, a resident who could independently bring their hand to their
mouth would be given verbal cues, visual cues and finger foods to help optimize selffeeding.
The FFC intervention was developed using the theory of Self-efficacy (SE),
which is based on Social Cognitive Theory 57, 58. Based on the SE theory, individuals’
self-efficacy (SE, an individual’s judgment of confidence to perform specific behaviors)
and outcome expectations (OE, beliefs that implementing a specific behavior will lead to
a desired outcome) of behavioral change can be enhanced by enactive attainment, verbal
persuasion and encouragement, vicarious experience and physiological state or feedback.
The stronger an individual’s SE and OE are, the more rigorously and persistently they
make efforts for behavior change. The FFC-CI also captured intrapersonal, interpersonal,
environmental and policy factors associated with function and physical activity among
residents with moderate to severe cognitive impairment using a SEM approach 59, 60. The
FFC-CI includes four components: (I) assessment of environment and policies; (II)
education; (III) establishing function focused Care goals; and (IV) mentoring and
motivating 59, 60. The components that specifically focused on eating performance are
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shown in Table 1. By completing these components, the FFC-CI teaches and motivates
nursing staff to effectively engage residents in all care interactions with regard to eating.
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Table 1 The Function Focused Care for Cognitively Impaired Intervention for eating performance
Component
Description of Activities
Component 1:
A baseline assessment of the environmental and policy barriers to implement FFCEvaluation of
CI was completed regarding eating performance, and the Function Focused Care
environment and
Nurse (FFCN) used this to alter the environment within the setting to optimize
policies
eating performance for residents (e.g., adaptation of policy which focused on the
amount of oral intake and weight to also consider and acknowledge the importance
of optimizing eating performance; adaptation of chair height in the dining room;
availability of finger foods, adaptive equipments and assistive utensils including
bumper plates, no-spill cups and adaptive bowls, etc.).
Component 2:
Education of nursing assistants (NAs) and Direct Care Workers (DCWs), other
Education of staff members of the health care team, families, and residents (as appropriate) to
and families to
incorporate the philosophy of FFC into daily care with regard to eating was
incorporate FFC
provided. Education of the NAs and DCWs was provided by an advanced practice
into daily care
nurse and given at times convenient for the staff and in a way that best met their
schedules. Education of the interdisciplinary team, families/informal caregivers, and
residents (when appropriate) was offered (separately one for staff, one for families,
one for residents) during a single 30-minute in-service one time class and available
via the handouts. Content included: 1) Strategies to optimize eating performance
using function focused care; 2) Optimal ways in which to motivate and engage
cognitively impaired residents in FFC during self- eating; 3) Optimal ways in which
to use the environment and integrate FFC into eating related activities, and 4)
Documentation of FFC activities related to eating on a monthly flow sheet.
Component 3:
The FFCN and setting-identified Function Focused Care Champion (FFCC) worked
Establishing
together to establish appropriate FFC goals (person-centered and individualized
Function Focused goals) for participants related to eating. NAs and DCWs were taught how to evaluate
Care Goals for
the residents’ underlying physical and cognitive capability to set up individualized
Residents
goals regarding eating performance for residents (e.g., setting up simple eating
scenarios or one item each time for eating for residents with visual and special
disabilities, providing role modeling for residents with difficulty initiating eating
tasks). The State required NH or AL Resident Assessment Form, recent therapy
notes, input from NAs and DCWs working with the resident, families, and direct
assessment of basic range of motion and ability to following single step commands
were all used to establish goals. Goals were placed in a location that was easily
accessible to all staff working with the resident and were given to the family/legally
authorized representatives. Goals were re-evaluated monthly by the FFCN/FFCC
and revised as indicated.
Component 4:
The FFCN worked with the FFCC and staff 10 hours a week for 6 months and
Mentoring and
provided ongoing education and motivation to staff and families with regard to
Monitoring for
engaging residents in eating activities. Motivational strategies included: a) providing
Sustainability of
verbal encouragement to engaging residents to participate in eating and feed
the Intervention
themselves independently or with minimum assistance; b) demonstrating role
modeling on how to engage residents in eating (e.g., placing utensils or food in
residents’ hand as appropriate to initiate independent eating); c) giving verbal cues
to get residents continue with eating step-by-step; d) providing positive
reinforcement by providing staff the recognition for their performance on optimizing
eating performance among residents; e) addressing positive experiences and
overcoming unpleasant feelings and experiences associated with implementing
function focused care in eating activities (e.g., frustration, discouragement; fear or
pain among residents); f) providing information to strengthen the beliefs of the NAs,
DCWs and others about the benefits of independent eating performance among older
adults with dementia; and, g) helping all participants to integrate function focused
care activities into routine care during mealtimes.
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1.4 Purpose and Methods
Purpose
The aims of this dissertation were to: (1) explore the ways in which specific
intrapersonal, interpersonal, policy and environment factors influence eating
performance; (2) review and describe the effectiveness of interventions used to
addressing eating performance; and (3) evaluate the effect of the FFC-CI intervention on
eating performance over 6 months among LTC residents with cognitive impairment. The
following specific hypotheses were tested:
Hypothesis 1: Eating performance was associated with multiple intra-personal
(demographics including age, gender, race and education; number of co-morbidities;
years living in the LTC facility; cognitive impairment; physical capability; chair sitting
balance; depression and agitation), inter-personal (marital status), physical environmental
and policy (type of LTC facility: AL vs. NH) factors among residents with moderate to
severe cognitive impairment in LTC settings.
Hypothesis 2: LTC residents with dementia who were exposed to the FFC-CI
intervention would maintain or improve their eating performance compared to those
exposed to FFC-CI Education only (FFC-ED) over a 6 month intervention period.
Methods
This dissertation work was a secondary analysis using data from two clusterrandomized controlled trials (RCTs) which tested the efficacy of the FFC-CI intervention
on function and physical activity among LTC residents with moderate to severe cognitive
impairment 59, 60. A total of 199 residents from four NHs and four ALs were eligible to
participate based on baseline Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE) score and were included
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in this secondary data analysis. In each of the trials, the four NHs and four ALs were
randomly assigned to FFC-CI intervention or attention control (FFC-ED) group at the
facility level.
All data were collected at baseline, 3 month and 6 month. Resident outcome data
included eating performance, cognitive status, sitting balance, physical capability,
depression and agitation. Resident descriptive data at baseline included age, gender, race,
marital status, years of education, years living in the facility and number of comorbidities 61. Facility descriptive data included the type of LTC facility (NH or AL).
Resident outcome data included eating performance, cognitive status, sitting balance,
physical capability, depression and agitation. All measures have been previously used
among LTC residents and have established evidence of reliability and validity.
1.5 Summary
This chapter provided an introduction to eating performance and the impact of
dementia on eating performance. It also discussed the multilevel factors that influence
eating performance, introduced current interventions that aimed to optimize eating
performance, and described the development and implementation of the FFC-CI
approach on optimizing function and physical activity among LTC residents with
dementia. The purposes, aims, hypotheses, potential significance and methods of the
dissertation were also summarized.
As is consistent with the aims of this dissertation, the following three manuscripts
that comprise the next three chapters were accomplished. The three manuscripts are then
followed by chapter 5, which is a detailed discussion of all the main findings,
recommendations and implications for practice and research, and limitations of the study.
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Chapter 2: Effect of Cognition and Physical Capability on Eating Performance in
Long-term Care Residents with Moderate-to-Severe Cognitive Impairment 1
2.1 Background
Eating performance is the functional performance to get food into the mouth. It is
one of the most basic and easiest activities of daily living (ADLs) that long-term care
(LTC) residents can perform 1, the last ADL that they may lose 2, 3, as well as the first
ADL that they can regain 4. Eating independently by oneself without supervision or
assistance is an important indicator of quality of life for LTC residents, both physically
and psychosocially 5. In addition, eating is not just a process to get adequate nutrition and
intake, but also a pathway to enjoy food and social interaction during mealtimes 6, 7.
Mealtime experience should continue to be pleasant for individuals with cognitive
impairment as they live in LTC facilities.
Impact of Dementiaon Eating Performance
Dementia is common among residents living in LTC settings in the United States.
Cognitive impairment affects 70% of residents in Assisted Livings (AL) and 68% of
those in nursing homes (NH), among which 41-42% had moderate to severe impairment
8, 9

. Cognitively impairment residents living in LTC settings are at greater risk of

compromised eating performance compared to those without dementia 8, 10. Prior
evidence revealed that 22% of AL residents with cognitive impairment demonstrated
functional decline in eating and required assistance, among which 24% had moderate
impairment and 65% had severe impairment 8. Nursing Home residents with severe
cognitive impairment demonstrated the greatest deterioration in eating compared to the
1

Liu, W., Galik, E., & Resnick, B. (under review). Effect of Cognition and Physical Capability
on Eating Performance in Long-term Care Residents with Moderate-to-Severe Cognitive
Impairment. Journal of Advanced Nursing.
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other ADLs within 6 months after admission 2. Compromised eating performance in
residents with dementia have various consequences, which include inadequate intake and
weight loss 11-13, malnutrition and respiratory complications 12, 14, loss of eating ability 15,
16

, and even death 13. These adverse outcomes have a significant impact on the health and

quality of life for those living in LTC 13.
Overview of Factors that Influence Eating Performance
The Social Ecological Model (SEM), which was developed based on Ecological
Systems Theory17, 18, provides a comprehensive framework for conceptualizing and
understanding the many factors that influence eating performance. Specifically, the SEM
provides a multi-level perspective that addresses intrapersonal, interpersonal,
environment and policy factors, all of which can influence eating performance 19-21.
Intrapersonal factors
Cognitive impairment 8, 22, especially moderate-to-severe impairment 2, 16, 23, has
been demontrated to be associated with dependence in eating. Prior research also
indicated an association between eating performance andco-morbid conditions 16, 24,
physical capability (e.g., mobility and grip strength of upper extremities, chair sit and
rise)25-27, motivation 12, and mood and behavioral symptoms (e.g., depression, apathy,
agitation, pacing, wandering, aggression and resistance to care)10, 12.
Interpersonal factors
As would be expected, eating performance among residents with dementia is also
associated with interpersonal interactions that occur during mealtime with caregivers and
among other residents 28. Interactions by caregivers in these LTC settings are based on
their perceptions, knowledge and beliefs that residents with dementia are unable to eat
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independently or that they are unable to ensure adequate caloric intake, and thus these
residents are inappropriately provided with excessive assistance (i.e., residents are fed
versus being allowed and encouraged to self-feed) 29, 30. In addition, many caregivers and
family members believe that feeding an older adult is a way of being caring and nurturing
31

. Additional interpersonal interactions that influence eating performance include such

things as role modeling by caregivers and other residents to eat independently 6, 7,
communication with caregivers and other residents about eating and food during
mealtimes 12, 32, and social support from caregivers and peer residents who sit adjacently
33, 34

.

Environmental factors
Compromised eating performance has been associated with less supportive
physical and social environment in which the LTC residents are living and receiving care
16, 24

. Prior research demonstrated an association between eating performance and various

aspects of the physical environment in which individuals eat, such as the lighting and
table setting contrast in the dining room 35, the availability of adapted food (e.g., finger
food), assistive eating devices (e.g., no-spill cups, built-up utensils, and plate guards) and
adaptive seat height, and the comfort and fit of the chairs or wheelchairs in which
residents sit during meals in terms of optimizing positioning to facilitate eating 16.
Multiple aspects of the social and cultural environment, such as the way in which the
food is delivered, the cultural compatibility of the food choices provided and cultural
routine of dining within the institution also influence eating performance 12, 36, 37.
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Policy factors
The system or institutional policies and care practices that respond to regulatory
requirements likewise can impact eating performance. Specifically, policy-related factors
include an emphasis on adequate caloric intake driven by regulatory oversight of
preventing weight loss of 5% or more of the baseline weight in the last month or 10% or
more of the baseline weight in the last 6 months during the selected quarter as a clinical
quality indicator in LTC settings 38, staffing policies that result in insufficient staff for
mealtime supervision and assistance in terms of optimizing eating performance 33, 39, 40,
and institutional policies that restrict independent performance of eating tasks due to
safety concerns (e.g., aspiration and choking) 12, 30. Moreover, custodial care practice
policies that focus on intake of food and task completion in an effort to ensure
expediency, as opposed to ensuring an enabling and therapeutic meal experience, can
diminish eating performance 6, 30, 33. Specifically, insufficient staffing and policies to
prevent weight loss in LTC settings result in caregivers electing to hand feed residents or
modify food and fluid consistency in order to maintain caloric intake and complete
feeding quickly 34, 41. Excessive and/or unnecessary assistance with feeding, regardless of
residents’ self-eating ability, may result in unintended dependence, interfere with
residents’ autonomy, decrease mealtime pleasure and elicit resistance to care 6, 42, 43.
2.2 Purpose
Understanding the many factors that influence eating performance will provide
important directions for developing and implementing interventions to facilitate
independence in eating and thereby improve mealtime enjoyment and quality of life
44

.The purpose of this study, therefore, was to describe the prevalence of compromised
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eating performance and examine the impact of specific multi-level factors that influence
eating performance among LTC residents with moderate-to-severe cognitive impairment.
Specifically, we hypothesized that multiple intra-personal (demographics including age,
gender, race and education; number of co-morbidities; years living in the LTC facility;
cognitive impairment; physical capability; chair sitting balance; depression and
agitation), inter-personal (marital status), physical environmental and policy (type of LTC
facility: AL vs. NH) factors would significantly affect eating performance.
2.3 Methods
Design
This study was a secondary analysis using baseline data from two clusterrandomized controlled trials (RCTs) which tested the efficacy of the Function-Focused
Care for Cognitively Impaired (FFC-CI) intervention on function and physical activity
among LTC residents with moderate to severe cognitive impairment 59, 60. Briefly, the
FFC-CI intervention taught and motivated nursing staff to effectively engage residents in
activities in order to optimize physical activity and have residents perform functional
tasks during care interactions59, 60. The two original studies were both approved by
University Institutional Review Boards.
Sample and setting
Residents were eligible to participate if they were 55 years or older, had a MiniMental State Exam (MMSE) 62 score of 15 or less, lived at one of the NHs or ALs
participating in the study, had an anticipated length of stay of no less than 6 months and
were not in hospice at the time of recruitment. Ability to self-consent was based on
passing the Evaluation to Sign Consent (ESC) 63, or by signing an assent form if
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residents did not pass the ESC test. For residents who were unable to provide their own
consent and indicated an interest and willingness to participate, proxy consent was
obtained. A total of 706 residents from 8 LTC facilities (4 NHs and 4 ALs) in Maryland
were screened, and of these 491(70%) were eligible based on known cognitive
impairment. Among those that were eligible, 249(51%) consented. Of those consented, a
total of 50 (20%) were ineligible to participate based on MMSE score, leaving a total of
199 participants.
The four NHs and the four ALs were similar in size (50-70 beds in 4 ALs and
over 100 beds in 4 NHs), were located in an urban setting, were owned and operated by
the same for-profit company, and utilized the same organizational policies and
procedures regarding staffing and care practices. In each of the trials, the NHs and the
ALs were randomly assigned to FFC-CI intervention or attention control group.
Measures
Resident descriptive data included age, gender, race, marital status, years of
education, years living in the facility, and number of co-morbidities 61. Facility
descriptive data included the type of LTC facility (NH or AL). Resident outcome data
included eating performance, cognitive status, sitting balance, physical capability,
depression and agitation. All the measures have been previously used among LTC
residents with evidence of reliability and validity.
Eating performance was conceptualized using the single self-care “feeding” item
in the Barthel Index (BI) 64. Scoring ranged from “0 = completely dependent and needs to
be fed”, “3 = helper, partial dependent and much assistance needed”, “5 = limited, partial
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independent and some assistance needed”, to “10 = intact, completely independent to
feed self”.
Cognitive status was measured with the MMSE 62, a screening tool that tests
orientation, registration, attention, calculation, memory and language ability. Total scores
range from 0 to 30, with higher score indicating less severity of cognitive function.
Evidence of reliability and validity was sufficient among older adults 62, 65.
Sitting balance was conceptualized using the single “chair sit-sitting balance”
item in the Tinetti Gait and Balance scale 66. Residents were labeled as “0 = no, leans or
slides in the chair, or unable to sit and not attempted” or “1 = yes, steady and safe while
sitting in the chair”. The Tinetti Gait and Balance scale had evidence of reliability and
validity 66.
Physical capability was measured using the Physical Capability Scale (PCS) 67.
This measure considers the residents’ underlying capability to engage in ADLs. Items
include observing whether or not an individual is able to perform 16 tasks within five
categories: upper and lower extremity range of motion, chair rise, and the ability to
follow verbal and visual commands. Total scores range from 0 to 16, with higher score
indicative of better physical capability. Evidence of reliability and validity was
acceptable among LTC older adults 67.
Depression was measured using the Cornell Scale for Depression in Dementia
(CSDD) 68, an observational survey of 19 items assessing depressive symptoms in
individuals with dementia. Total scores range from 0 to 38, with a score of 8 or above
indicating significant depressive symptoms. Evidence of reliability and validity was
sufficient among individuals with dementia 68, 69
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Agitation was measured using the Cohen-Mansfield Agitation Inventory-short
form (CMAI)70, 71, a proxy respondent survey of 14 items measuring frequency of
agitated behaviors over the last 2 weeks. Total scores range from 14 to 70 with higher
score indicating more frequent agitated behaviors. Evidence of reliability and validity
was sufficient among individuals with dementia 72, 73.
Data analysis
The SPSS 19.0 software program (SPSS, Chicago, IL) was used. The significance
level of .05 (2-sided) was consistently used for all the analysis. Current analysis used
only baseline data from the original trials. Descriptive statistics were conducted to
summarize sample characteristics. The distribution of eating performance was examined.
As eating performance was skewed towards being independent, it was dichotomized such
that those who were scored 0 (.5%), 3 (12.1%) or 5 (19.6%) were considered to need help
with eating (score = 0) versus those who were scored a 10 (67.8 %) were labeled as
independent in eating (score =1).
Missing value analysis was conducted to examine missing pattern and mechanism
of data. All the variables included in this analysis had none or very small missing (.5%
for education, 1% for eating performance, physical capability, sitting balance, depression
and agitation; and 2.5% for marital status), which did not exceed the 5-10%
recommended allowable limit for missing 74. Data were considered as missing completely
at random (MCAR) based on the findings that there were no significant differences
between any pair of variables using the separate variance t tests and that the Little's
MCAR test was not significant (p = .136) using listwise deletion with expectation
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maximization74. All missing data were treated as missing systematically and were not
imputed for analysis.
All the variables that were supported by prior research were entered in a binary
logistic regression model using enter method to identify independent predictors of eating
performance. Potentially influential outliers (those with absolute standardized residual
values ≥ 3 that may affect the stability of the model were assessed using visual inspection
and plot of leverage value and Cooks distance. Two resident outliers, one with a score of
51 on the CMAI and the other with a score of 22 on the CSDD, were identified and
excluded. The final model included all the cases without any missing data, that is, 194
(97.5%) residents of those eligible for the randomized trials.
Model significance was examined using the Omnibus and the Hosmer and
Lemeshow tests. Significance in the Omnibus test and non-significance in the Hosmer
and Lemeshow test demonstrated that the model was significant. Goodness of fit of the
model was evaluated using Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC), Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC), and ratio of deviance and degrees of freedom (df). The model with
smaller AIC, BIC and deviance/df was assumed to be a better fit model to the data.
Adjusted odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence interval (95% CI) were calculated, and
Nagelkerke pseudo R2 value was reported.
2.4 Results
Resident baseline demographic, functional and behavioral characteristics are
shown in Table 2. The residents were on average aged 84 (SD = 8.72) years old with a
range from 58 to 105 years, received education for 11.82 (SD = 3.64) years, and had
multiple co-morbid conditions (M= 8.04, SD = 3.15). The majority of participants were
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female (n = 147, 73.9%), white (n = 124, 62.3%), and unmarried (n = 156, 78.4%; i.e.,
those who were widowed, never married, divorced, or separated). The majority received
high school education (n=91, 45.7%), were unable to sit in the chair independently
(n=104, 52.3%) and had severe cognitive impairment (n=125, 62.8%). Almost one third
(n=64, 32.2%) of the 199 residents needed help with eating performance. On average, the
residents demonstrated severe cognitive impairment (Mean MMSE = 7.34, SD = 4.71),
some level of impairment in terms of physical capability (Mean PCS = 8.25, SD = 3.51),
and low level of depressive symptoms (Mean CSDD = 3.99, SD = 3.91) and agitation
(Mean CMAI = 19.61, SD = 6.75).
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Table 2 Residents’ baseline characteristics
Variables (measures)
Age, year
Education, year
Co-morbidities
Years living in NH/AL, year
Cognitive function (MMSE)
Physical Capability (PCS)
Depression (CSDD)
Agitation (CMAI)

Mean (SD)
84.19 (8.72)
11.82(3.64)
8.04(3.15)
2.48 (2.19)
7.34(4.71)
8.25(3.51)
3.99(3.91)
19.61(6.75)
n (%)

Range
58-105
2-20
1-24
0-15
0-13
0-22
14-51

Eating performance (self-feeding item in BI)
Independent
133 (66.8)
Not independent
64(32.2)
Female
147(73.9)
White
124(62.3)
Never married, widowed, divorced or separated
156(78.4)
Education
Up to elementary(<=8yrs)
50 (25.1)
High school (9-12yrs)
91(45.7)
College/bachelor/post bachelor/graduate (13-20yrs)
57(28.6)
Chair-sitting balance
Yes (steady, safe)
93(46.7)
No (leans or slides in chair, unable or not attempted)
104(52.3)
Cognitive impairment
Moderate(10≤MMSE≤15)
74 (37.2)
Severe (0≤MMSE≤9)
125(62.8)
Setting
NH
103(52.3)
AL
96(47.7)
Notes. BI = Barthel Index; MMSE = Mini-mental Status Examination. PCS = Physical Capability Scale;
CSDD = Cornell Scale for Depression in Dementia; CMAI = Cohen-Mansfield Agitation Inventory-short
form. The number in the cells for each categorical variable may not add up to total N due to missing.
N=199.
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The binary logistic regression model is shown in Table 3. Age, gender, race,
marital status, education and years living in the LTC facility were not associated with
eating performance and thus were not included in the model. After adjusting for the
number of co-morbidities, sitting balance and the type of LTC facility, cognitive
impairment (OR=2.70, 95% CI: 1.24, 5.87) and physical capability (OR=1.13, 95% CI:
1.01, 1.28) were significantly associated with eating performance. Neither depressive
symptoms nor agitation was associated with eating performance. Compared to LTC
residents with severe cognitive impairment, those with moderate impairment were 1.7
times more likely to demonstrate independence in eating performance. As physical
capability increased by 1 unit on the PCS, the likelihood of demonstrating independence
in eating among LTC residents increased by 13%. The model was significant,
successfully classified 76% of the cases, and explained 26 % of total variance in eating
performance.
Table 3 Binary Logistic regression to predict eating independence
Variables (measure)
OR
95% C. I.
p value
Cognitive impairment (1 = moderate, 0 = severe)
2.70*
1.24, 5.87
.012
Physical capability (PCS)
1.13*
1.01, 1.28
.046
Co-morbidities
.92
.81, 1.03
.160
Sitting balance (1 = no, 0 = yes)
.58
.22, 1.50
.267
Setting (1 = NH, 0=AL)
.82
.34, 1.98
.669
Depression (CSDD)
.89
.79, 1.01
.053
Agitation (CMAI)
1.07
.99, 1.15
.057
Constant
.612
.643
Notes. *p<.05. OR= Odds Ratio. Omnibus Tests: p<.001; Hosmer and Lemeshow Tests: p = .689.
Nagelkerke R2=25.9%, Classification = 76.0%, Deviance/df = 1.10, AIC = 223.319, BIC = 249.544.
N=194.

2.4 Discussion
By using the SEM model, this study organized potential factors that were
associated with eating performance in a systematic way which facilitated the
interpretation of findings and pointed out directions for future work in this field. The
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proposed hypothesis that intrapersonal, interpersonal, environmental and policy factors
would have influence on eating performance was partially supported in this study. Two
intra-personal factors, cognitive impairment and physical capability, were identified as
significant factors associated with eating performance, and together explained 26 % of
the variance in eating performance.
The findings from this study support prior research describing eating performance
among older adults living in LTC facilities as well as the association of eating
performance with cognitive impairment. As shown in prior research 8, 16, a third (32.2%)
of our sample needed help with eating, among which the majority (75%)had severe
cognitive impairment. The performance to get food into mouth and swallow it is
influenced by various cognitive degenerations such as disorientation, visual and spatial
disability, motor apraxia, language and attention deficit, and memory decline, which
become even marked in severe dementia 12, 75. Residents with moderate to severe
impairment are challenged to plan a series of eating tasks and carry out step-by-step
procedures, and may be unable to respond to verbal cueing offered by nursing staff.
Though cognitive decline is considered progressive and non-reversible among
residents with dementia, minimizing the influence of cognitive decline on eating
performance by enhancing procedural memory and practice related to eating may be
useful. Prior research demonstrated that certain eating task-specific training programs for
residents such as spaced retrieval and Montessori activities enhanced memory of
information and procedures and repetitive practice of step-by-step procedures associated
with eating performance 76, 77. These interventions were effective in improving
independence in eating and should be incorporated into future intervention work which
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focused on optimizing eating performance among older adults 47, 49. The ability to follow
verbal and visual commands may also be maintained or improved by providing visual
and/or audio assistive devices for residents with dementia while eating.
Physical capability was found to be another significant intra-personal factor that
predicted independence in eating among our sample (i.e., the higher the level of physical
capability, the more likely that the resident would be able to eat independently). Prior
research likewise recognized the importance of physical capability on eating performance
and independence with eating 25-27. Some level of physical capability is required to
perform eating tasks independently. Specifically, the individual needs to have mobility of
upper extremities and be able to follow verbal and/or visual assistance during mealtimes
12, 67

. Therefore, it is importance to routinely screen physical capability to set realistic

expectations for eating performance, and develop individualized, targeted plans that
include capability strengthening strategies to optimize performance in eating tasks. To
optimize eating performance, it may be helpful to consider the use of functional exercise
programs. Prior research has demonstrated that exercise could result in muscle
strengthening, improvement in balance and gait, and improved extremity range of motion
and chair rise performance, thereby optimizing performance of ADLs among LTC
residents with cognitive decline 78-80. Improvement in physical capability and
performance of overall ADLs can further facilitate performance in eating-specific tasks
81

.
Similar to prior research, demographic characteristics, including age, gender, race,

education and marital status, were not associated with eating performance 22, 82. Likewise,
the association of depression and agitation with eating performance was not supported in
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this study. This non-significant finding may be related to the generally low level of
depressive symptom and agitation among our sample as well as the measurement issues.
Depression and agitation, which were assessed by proxy response with the purpose of
assessing residents’ mood and behavioral symptoms during the past few weeks, might not
actually reflect their real status while eating during mealtimes. Future work should collect
data with regard to residents’ mood and behavioral symptoms at mealtimes among a
larger and more heterogeneous sample.
Based on the SEM model and prior research, some additional intervention
approaches at the interpersonal, environmental or policy levels, as provided in Table 4,
may also worth considering 47, 49. Specifically, at the interpersonal level, the one-on-one
mealtime assistance offered by caregivers (e.g., verbal prompts and cues, positive
reinforcement, appropriate praise and encouragement) was noted to be effective in
engaging residents to continue with eating tasks and thereby promoted eating
performance 50-52. Though some feeding skill training programs for caregivers were not
significantly associated with eating performance among residents, these programs
improved caregivers’ knowledge, attitude and skills in terms of providing appropriate
assistance to maintain residents’ autonomy for as long as possible 29, 47, 83. At the
environment level, access to finger foods that are easy to manage and available assistive
devices (e.g., adaptive bowls, plates and utensils, no spill cups and adaptive seat height)
also enhance independence in eating 16. Lastly, at the policy level, sufficient staffing 83,
implementation of a function focused care approach 55, 56, 59, 60, and a focus on optimizing
eating performance versus maintaining nutrition intake and weight 30, 33 can all help to
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improve eating performance and help residents obtain and maintain their highest level of
function in eating.
Table 4 Reported strategies on eating performance for long-term care adults with dementia
Levels
Reported strategies
Intrapersonal
• Spaced retrieval and Montessori activities on memory enhancement and repetitive
practices of eating skills and techniques77, 84, 85
• Functional exercise programs for extremities 78-80
Interpersonal
• One-on-one mealtime assistance offered by caregivers (verbal praise and
encouragement, verbal prompts and cueing, positive reinforcement) 50-52
• Feeding skills training programs for caregivers 29, 83
Environmental • Finger foods that are easy to manage
• Available assistive devices (e.g., adaptive bowls, plates and utensils, no spill cups,
and adaptive seat height) 16, 86
• Quiet and relaxing dining atmosphere 87-90
• Mealtime environment and routine changes (e.g., enhanced lighting and tableware
contrast, table rearrangement, food delivery modification) 35, 36, 91-95
• Culturally appropriate food and mealtime procedures 12, 89
Policy
• Adequate staffing 83
• Resident-oriented and function-focused care practice 55, 56, 59, 60
• Focus on optimizing eating performance versus maintaining nutrition intake and
weight 30, 33

Limitations
This study was mainly limited by virtue of being a secondary data analysis and
not initially focused on testing factors that influence eating performance. In addition, this
study including only a small sample of residents with moderate-to-severe cognitive
impairment living in NHs or ALs in the state of Maryland, and may not be generalized to
LTC population with mild or no impairment. Another major limitation was the measure
for eating performance. The use of the single self care “feeding” item from the BI scale to
measure eating performance as a categorical outcome may not represent all dimensions
related to eating performance and possibly increase the risk of measurement bias. Future
work may benefit from applying validated multiple-item measures, such as the Eating
Behavior Scale 96and the Level of Eating Independence Scale 51, to increase outcome
variation with regard to eating performance. Besides, current analysis only considered a
limited number of interpersonal, environmental and policy factors that might influence
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eating performance based on the availability of variables. Future research should collect
additional variables that reflect factors at these levels to have a better understanding of
the factors associated with eating performance.
2.5 Conclusion
Despite these limitations, this study provided additional information to support
the association of eating performance with cognitive impairment and physical capability
that can help guide future intervention research. Future work should continue to explore
the importance of these multilevel factors in larger groups of LTC residents with
dementia and test interventions on reversible or fixable factors to restore or maintain
independence in eating among this population.
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Chapter 3: Optimizing Eating Performance for Older Adults with Dementia Living
in Long-term Care: A Systematic Review 2
3.1 Background
Eating performance is the functional ability to get food into the mouth. It is one of
the most basic and easiest activities of daily living (ADLs) to perform 1, as well as the
last ADL that older adults living in long-term care (LTC) settings lose 3. Long-term care
residents with dementia are at greater risk of compromised eating performance due to
progressive cognitive impairment and behavioral symptoms when compared to residents
without dementia 97. More than half of the LTC residents with dementia experienced loss
of independence in eating performance 98. Residents with severe cognitive impairment
demonstrated the greatest deterioration in eating performance compared to the other
ADLs within 6 months after nursing home admission 2.
Autonomy at mealtimes is an important indicator of quality of life, both
physically and psychosocially, for older adults living with dementia 5. Mealtime is not
just a process to ensure adequate nutrition and intake, but also a pathway to enjoy social
contact and interaction, as well as food 6, 7. Mealtime experiences should continue to be
pleasurable events for older individuals with dementia, and compromised eating
performance have a significant impact on health outcomes and quality of life 13.
Appropriate support and commitment from caregivers is critical to help older
adults with dementia optimize eating performance and enhance mealtime pleasure 5, 33.
However, due to institutional barriers such as insufficient staffing and policies to prevent
weight loss, caregivers may primarily focus on maintaining caloric intake and help too
2

Liu, W., Galik, E., Boltz, M., Nahm, E.S., & Resnick, B. (in press). Optimizing Eating
Performance for Older Adults with Dementia Living in Long-term Care: A Systematic Review.
Worldviews on Evidence-Based Nursing.
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much with feeding in order to complete eating tasks quickly 34. Excessive and/or
unnecessary assistance with feeding, regardless of residents’ self-feeding ability, may
result in unintended dependence, interfere with residents’ autonomy, decrease mealtime
pleasure, and elicit resistance and aggressive behaviors 6, 32.
Factors that Influence Eating Performance
Numerous factors influence eating performance among older adults with dementia
in LTC. The Social Ecological Model (SEM), which was developed based on the
Ecological Systems Theory 18, provides a comprehensive approach for how to
conceptualize and consider these factors. The SEM examines the influential factors of
eating performance from a multi-level perspective: intrapersonal, interpersonal,
environment and policy 19, 20.
The intrapersonal factors that influence eating performance include age, comorbidities, physical capability, motivation, cognitive impairment, mental and
psychological disorders, and behavioral problems 10, 12, 16. The interpersonal factors
include caregivers’ knowledge, attitude and skills to engage residents to eat as
independently as possible 29, social support from caregivers and peers, and
communication and interaction between residents and caregivers 12, 34.
The environmental factors include the physical environment in which individuals
eat such as the lighting in the dining room, the availability of assistive devices (e.g.,
adaptive bowls, plates and utensils, and no-spill cups), the comfort of the chairs or
wheelchairs in which residents sit during meals, and the fit between the resident and the
chair in terms of optimizing positioning to facilitate eating 16. The environmental
perspective also includes the cultural environment such as the way in which the food is
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presented 99, and the cultural compatibility of the food choices provided 36, 50. There are
also some institutional factors such as appropriate staffing for mealtime supervision and
assistance, high workload and staff turnover 39. The policy factors include custodial care
management styles and policies that are task-oriented instead of resident-oriented, and
focus on adequate intake and expediency instead of optimizing eating independence 6.
Effective interventions should target on these diverse personal and environmental
factors to promote engagement of residents in their highest level of function with regard
to eating 44, 46. Multi-level multi-component individualized care has been recommended
to achieve optimal eating performance among LTC residents with dementia 45.
3.2 Rationale and objective of the review
The body of literature on mealtime interventions for older adults with dementia has
been growing within the last several decades 47, 100. As a disparate area of research with
generally low to moderate quality, mealtime interventions showed potential to positively
influence nutritional outcomes and behavioral symptoms, and future testing of theorybased interventions with high-quality trials was recommended 47, 101-103. The majority of
the review work in this field, however, has generally focused on maintaining weight,
nutrition and behavioral symptoms with little attention on optimizing eating performance.
Evaluation of current research on optimizing eating performance will accumulate
evidence and provide important directions for future work. The purpose of this systematic
review, therefore, was to summarize available interventions and evaluate their
effectiveness on eating performance among older adults with dementia in LTC settings.
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3.3 Methods
Design and data sources
The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses: the
PRISMA Statement 104 was used to guide this systematic review. Five databases,
including Pubmed, Medline (OVID), EBM Reviews (OVID), PsychINFO (OVID), and
CINAHL (EBSCOHost) were searched between January 1980 and June 2014 for
intervention studies published in English and peer reviewed journals. Other sources
included Google Scholar and bibliography of eligible studies with an effort for a
complete retrieval of literature. The keywords were dementia, Alzheimer, feed(ing),
eat(ing), mealtime(s), oral intake, autonomy, intervention, and any matched subjects or
MeSH terms. The search strategy for Pubmed was shown as an example in Table 5. The
protocol for conducting this review was not published or registered anywhere else
previously.
Table 5 Search strategy using Pubmed
#1 "Dementia"[Mesh] OR "Alzheimer Disease"[Mesh] OR "Dementia, Multi-Infarct"[Mesh] OR
"Frontotemporal Dementia"[Mesh] OR "AIDS Dementia Complex"[Mesh] OR "Dementia,
Vascular"[Mesh] OR "Delirium, Dementia, Amnestic, Cognitive Disorders"[Mesh] OR "Lewy Body
Disease"[Mesh] OR "Dementia, familial Danish"[Supplementary Concept] OR "Frontotemporal Lobar
Degeneration"[Mesh]
#2 Alzheimer Disease OR dementia
#3 "Feeding Behavior"[Mesh] OR "Personal Autonomy"[Mesh]
#4 feeding OR eating OR feed OR eat OR mealtimes OR mealtime OR autonomy OR oral intake OR
food intake
#5 Intervention Studies [MeSH] OR intervention study [MeSH]
#6 intervention OR interventions OR interventional OR experimental OR quasi-experimental
# 7 #1 AND #2
# 8 #3 AND #4
# 9 #5 AND #6
#10 #7 AND #8 AND #9

Eligibility criteria and study selection
Studies were included in the review based on the Population, Intervention,
Comparator, Outcomes, Timing and Setting of interest (PICOTS, Table 6) 105.
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Intervention studies that focused on optimizing eating performance and evaluated change
of self-feeding or eating performance among older adults (≥ 65 years) with dementia
living in LTC settings were eligible. Studies were excluded if the participants received
enteral or parenteral nutrition; the participants was recruited from hospital, community,
home-living or clinic; the intervention components were only nutritional supplementation,
nutritional education or music; or the only outcomes were nutritional intake,
anthropometric and biochemical parameters, behavioral disturbances or other adverse
events.
Table 6 Eligibility criteria using PICOTS framework
Category
Criteria
Population
Older adults (≥ 65 years old) with dementia who were involved in oral eating or feeding.
of interest
Excluded if subjects were experiencing enteral nutrition or parenteral nutrition approaches.
Intervention Any behavioral or environmental intervention on optimizing oral feeding or eating
of interest
performance or behaviors, in which the study analyzes its effect on the outcome of interest.
Excluded if interventions were only nutritional supplementation or education, or music.
Comparator
Any comparator, or none at all (e.g., placebo, no therapy, another active therapy, or no
control therapy).
Outcome of Self-feeding or eating performance (e.g., eating independence, eating frequency, eating
interest
task participation and assistance, self-feeding ability, feeding difficulty).
Excluded if only any of the following outcomes are available: 1) nutritional intake (e.g.,
food/liquid intake, dietary intake/consumption, nergy/carbohydrate/protein/fat intake,
calories consumption); 2) anthropometric parameters (e.g., weight, height, Body Mass
Index (BMI), the Mini Nutritional Assessment (MNA), biceps, triceps and sub scapular
skin fold, brachial and calf circumference, upper-arm circumference); 3) Serum
biochemical parameters (e.g., albumin, transferrin, B12, haemoglobin, proteinogram, total
serum proteins/cholesterol, pre-albumin, lympoocyte count, calcium, posphorus, acid, uric
acid, folic acid, iron, zinc, vitamin A, B and E levels, and flavonids), 4) disruptive
behaviors or behavioral disturbances (e.g., agitation, depression, aggression, wondering,
leaving during mealtimes); and 5) other adverse events (e.g., cognitive deterioration,
morbidity, mortality, hospitalization, number of infectious events and days in bed).
Timing
Publication period: January 1980-June 2014; Follow-up duration: unlimited.
Setting
Long-term care setting (e.g., assisted living, nursing home, geriatric centers, Alzheimer
specialized center).
Excluded if subjects were recruited from hospital, community, home-living or clinic.

Based on eligibility criteria, studies were selected and assessed by two reviewers
following three steps: screening by title and abstract, assessing full-text for eligibility,
and reviewing full-text for data abstraction and quality assessment. Individual results
were compared and discrepancies were discussed to arrive at agreement.
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Data analysis
Eligible studies were classified by intervention type as well as by the level of
factors (e.g., personal, environmental) associated with eating performance based on the
intervention protocol. The quality of the reviewed studies was assessed by the same two
reviewers independently using the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies
(QATQS, Table 7) 106. Each individual study was evaluated on eight components:
selection bias, study design, confounders, blinding, data collection methods, withdrawals
and drop-outs, intervention integrity, and analysis. The first six components were rated as
strong, moderate, or weak, and altogether resulted in an overall rating of study quality,
while the last two components were not rated according to QATQS. The ratings of each
study were compared, and discrepancy was identified and discussed to arrive at
agreement.
Table 7 Study quality assessment criteria
Components
Criteria for component ratings
Overall Rating
Selection bias
Sample representativeness of target population
Strong = four strong
ratings with no weak
Percentage of selected that agreed to participate
ratings
Study Design
Design
Randomization
Moderate = less
Appropriateness of method
than (<) 4 strong
Confounders
Availability of important differences between groups
ratings and one weak
Percentage of relevant confounders controlled
rating
Blinding
Outcome assessor blinded to intervention or exposure status
Participants blinded to research question
Weak = two or
Data collection
Validity
more (> 2) weak
methods
Reliability
ratings
Withdrawals
Reported in terms of numbers and/or reasons
and drop-outs
Percentage of participants completed the study
Intervention
Percentage of participants received the allocated intervention
integrity
or exposure of interest
Consistency of intervention
Potential contamination
Analysis
Unit of allocation and analysis
Appropriate statistical method
Intention-to-treat analysis
Note. Only the first six components are rated as strong, moderate, or weak, and altogether resulted in an
overall rating of study quality, and the last two components (Intervention integrity and Analysis) are not
rated.
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Level of evidence was graded using the 2011 Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based
Medicine (OCEBM) Levels of Evidence 107-109 for each individual study included in the
review. The levels of evidence for the treatment benefit question of “does this
intervention help” was specifically used to fit the purpose of this review. Basically, there
are five levels of evidence, level 1 to 5, respectively, ranging from high certainty to
decreasing certainty. Level 1 is systematic review of randomized trials or n-of-1 trials;
level 2 is randomized trial or observational study with dramatic effect; level 3 is nonrandomized controlled cohort/follow-up study; level 4 is case-series, case-control studies,
or historically controlled studies; and level 5 is mechanism-based reasoning. The quality
and quantity of studies as well as the level of evidence were all considered when making
recommendations regarding the interventions.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Study characteristics
A total of 1387 records were identified and 11 studies were finally included for
review after removing duplicates, screening title and abstract, and assessing full-text for
eligibility (Figure 2). Individual study characteristics, including study design and level of
evidence, sample and setting, intervention, comparator, duration, outcomes and measures,
and outcome changes were present by intervention type (Table 8). The 11 intervention
studies (5 RCTs, 2 Controlled Clinical Trials (CCTs), 2 interrupted time series and 2
single group repeated measures) included a total of 530 older adults with dementia and 86
nursing caregivers (e.g., registered nurses, nursing assistants, certified assistant nurses,
licensed practical nurses) from 21 LTC facilities (e.g., nursing home, assisted living,
skilled nursing facility, residential geriatric center, veteran’s home). These studies
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originated from USA, Taiwan and Canada. Baseline functional characteristics of older
adults (e.g., self-feeding or eating performance, cognitive impairment, physical
capability, and level of assistance needed) varied across studies.
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Figure 2 Flow Diagram for Interventions on Optimizing Eating Performance in
Dementia
Note. n = number of articles. a Multi-component interventions included environment/routine modification,
staff training/education, physical activity and music.
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Table 8 Summary of study characteristics
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3.4.2 Quality of Reviewed Studies
The quality of the eleven reviewed studies was evaluated using the QATQS
criteria and is shown in Table 9. Specifically, all eleven studies used convenience
sampling, which could induce potential selection bias. The sample size varied across
studies, with six studies including less than 30 older adults with dementia, four studies
including 30 to 100 residents and one study including more than 100 residents. Three
studies were conducted in a single setting, two studies in two units within one facility,
and six studies in two or more facilities.
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Table 9 Summary of study quality
Authors,
Component rating
Year,
Selection Study
Confounders
Location
bias
design
Chang and
2
1
Lin, 2005,
Taiwan
Lin et al.,
2
1
2010,
Taiwan
Lin et al.,
2
1
2011,
Taiwan
Wu et al.,
2
1
2014,
Taiwan
Coyne and
2
1
Hoskins,
1997, USA
Van Ort and 2
1
Phillips,
1995, USA
Simmons
2
2
and
Schnelle,
2004, USA
Brush et al., 2
2
2002, USA
Altus et al.,
2
2
2002, USA
Moore,
2
1
2010, USA
(dissertation
)
Perivolaris
2
2
et al., 2006,
Canada
Note. 1=strong, 2=moderate, 3=weak

Blinding

Withdrawals
and dropout
1

Study
quality
(overall
rating)
2

3

2

Data
collection
methods
1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

3

2

2

1

2

3

2

2

1

2

3

2

2

1

2

3

2

3

1

3

3

3

2

1

3

1

2

1

1

1

3

3

1

1

3
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Regarding confounders, four studies controlled for confounders, while the other
seven studies introduced confounding bias. The confounding bias included not comparing
52

or controlling for 29, 51, 110 baseline differences, new staffing policies during the

intervention period 35, potential carry-over effects of interventions 110, and potential
contextual factors 50, 93.
Use of blinding for outcome assessors and/or participants was available in four
studies 76, 77, 85, 111, unknown in five studies, and unavailable in two studies. Regarding
data collection methods, six studies used reliable and valid instruments for measuring
eating performance (i.e., EdFED, FAA, FIM), while the other five studies used measures
without adequate evidence of reliability and/or validity 112, 113. All the 11 studies reported
withdrawal rate of less than 20%. Two studies 50, 52 applied only descriptive but not
inferential statistics.
Overall, four studies were rated as strong, four moderate and three weak in quality.
The main threats to study quality were weak study designs, lack of blinding and control
for potential confounders, and inadequate measurement reliability and/or validity
evidence.
3.4.3 Interventions to Optimize Eating Performance
The interventions used in the 11 studies were classified into four types targeting
personal and/or environmental levels of factors associated with eating performance:
training programs for residents or nursing assistants at intra- or inter-personal levels,
mealtime assistance from nursing caregivers at interpersonal level, environment
modification at environmental level, and multi-component interventions at both personal
(resident or nursing staff) and environmental levels.
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Diverse forms of self-feeding or eating performance outcomes were evaluated
across studies using different objective data and instruments. These outcomes included
eating independence by Eating Behavior Scale (EBS) 96, Functional Independence
Measure (FIM) 113 and Adapted Level of Eating Independence scale 51; self-feeding
ability by Feeding Ability Assessment (FAA) 98; functional feeding by Feeding Traceline
Technique 114; feeding difficulty by Edinburgh Evaluation in Dementia scale (EdFED)
115, 116

and mealtime communication by Communication Outcome Measure of Functional

Independence 117.
Training programs for residents or nursing assistants
Four studies (2 RCTs and 2 CCTs) addressed training programs related to intraor inter-personal factors that influenced eating performance of LTC residents with
dementia, and evaluated their impact on eating independence, feeding difficulty and selffeeding frequency. These interventions included the feeding skills training program for
caregivers 29, Montessori-based activities with 76, 77 and without 85 spaced retrieval for
older adults with dementia. Specifically, Montessori-based activities break down eatingrelated activities into continuous sequential procedures, and ask residents to practice the
procedures in sequence actively and repetitively 54, while spaced retrieval consists of
presenting residents with information or procedures related to eating and asking them to
recall it at increasing time intervals 53. The study testing training program for caregivers
had moderate quality with level 2 evidence, and all the three “training programs for
residents” studies that tested Montessori methods with or without spaced retrieval had
strong quality with level 2 evidence.
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Residents were considered having feeding difficulty if they were scored two or
above using the Edinburgh Feeding Evaluation in Dementia scale (EdFED, range from 022) 115, 116. The feeding skill training program for caregivers significantly increased
feeding difficulty among residents (from 7.4 to 10.3), while Montessori-based activities
and spaced retrieval for residents demonstrated statistically significant effects in reducing
feeding difficulty, enhancing eating independence and increasing self-feeding frequency.
Specifically, feeding difficulty among residents decreased approximately from five to
three 76, 85 using Montessori methods and spaced retrieval separately, and decreased
further to approximately two or below when Montessori methods combined with spaced
retrieval were used 77. Eating independence level as measured by EBS (from 16.18 to
16.79) and self-feeding frequencies (from 2.57 to 3.00) were noted with mild but
statistically significant improvement using Montessori methods 85.
Mealtime assistance from nursing caregivers
Three studies (2 RCTs and 1 interrupted time series) addressed mealtime
assistance related to interpersonal factors that influence eating performance of LTC
residents with dementia and evaluated the impact on eating independence, functional
feeding, and frequency and time for physical/verbal assistance. The interventions
included standardized verbal prompts and positive reinforcement 51, behavioral prompts,
cues and reinforcement 52, and individualized feeding assistance 110. The two studies
testing verbal prompts, cues and reinforcement had moderate quality with level 2
evidence, and the study testing individualized feeding assistance had moderate quality
with level 4 evidence. Verbal prompts and positive reinforcement resulted in greater
independence in eating solid and liquid foods 51 and more sustained functional feeding 52.
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Individualized feeding assistance, however, increased assistance time (from 5.9 to 35.6
minutes) and episodes of verbal (from 3.3 to 12.2) and physical (from 12.4 to 32.00)
prompts offered by staff 110.
Environment modification addressing environmental factors
One study (1 single group repeated measures) addressed the effect of enhanced
lighting and table setting contrast on eating performance of residents 35 with weak quality
and level 3 evidence. The study demonstrated a decrease in assistance needed among
residents, and an improvement in the frequency of residents initiating or engaging in
conversations with staff as well as residents’ ability to find and use napkins and to follow
simple directions during mealtimes.
Multi-component interventions addressing personal & environmental factors
Three studies (1RCT, 1 single group repeated measures and 1 interrupted time
series) tested the impact of multi-component interventions focused on eating performance
with varied quality and levels of evidence from level 2 to 4. Specifically, family style
meal delivery and staff training on prompting and praising appropriate mealtime
behaviors improved residents’ participation in eating tasks (from 10% to 65% of tasks)
and intervals of appropriate communication with staff during mealtimes (from 5.5% to
18%) 50. The enhanced dining program and staff education 93 and familiar physical
activity and music 111 maintained eating performance.
3.5 Discussion
This review summarized and evaluated eleven published intervention studies that
focused on optimizing eating performance for older adults with dementia living in LTC
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settings. The eleven studies had an overall moderate quality, and the effectiveness of the
different interventions on optimizing eating performance outcomes varied.
Training programs and mealtime assistance for residents
Among the interventions evaluated, Montessori methods and spaced retrieval
training and were noted effective in improving eating performance. Specifically, spaced
retrieval training, which enhanced memory of eating related information and procedures
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, and Montessori methods, which focused on repetitive practices of step-by-step

procedures associated with independent eating 53, were helpful in terms of providing
residents with adequate information and skills to complete mealtime tasks. This then
decreased the likelihood of frustration and increased the possibility that they experienced
successful independent eating 118. With good evidence in decreasing feeding difficulty,
the Montessori activities and spaced retrieval can be recommended to optimize residents’
performance in self feeding in LTC settings.
The one-on-one nursing assistance during eating (e.g., verbal prompts and cues,
positive reinforcement, appropriate praise and encouragement) also showed effectiveness
in improving eating performance. Verbal assistance offered by nursing staff encouraged
and engaged residents to continue with eating tasks and thereby possibly promoted selffeeding performance. Such verbal assistance can be used to improve self-feeding
performance with good evidence, and future work may continue testing the effectiveness
of mealtime assistance using strong designs to accumulate evidence.
These training programs and mealtime assistance interventions in original studies
were implemented by trained research assistants or researchers, instead of nursing
caregivers. Future work may focus on training nursing caregivers as interventionist to
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implement these interventions and evaluate the effectiveness and fidelity in real world
settings. Additional consideration of the efficiency of these approaches among
individuals with varying levels of cognitive impairment is needed. The duration of these
approaches in the original studies were relatively short due to probably training intensity
and accessibility of dementia participants. Future work could increase the intervention
duration as feasible to maximize the long-term effectiveness for the benefit of residents.
Future research may consider testing the training program with more culturally diverse
individuals with dementia, not just those from Taiwan, China. In addition, future work
testing the efficacy of training combined with mealtime assistance as a multi-level multicomponent approach is also worthwhile in order to achieve better resident outcomes in
eating performance. Since mealtime is viewed as care interaction that is crucial to health
and sense of well-being, future studies that evaluate the cost and resource deployment for
approaches which aim at optimizing eating performance are also warranted.
Environment modification
The environment or routine modification (e.g., enhanced lighting, table setting
contrast, family style meal delivery) with and without staff training on mealtime
assistance were effective in improving some aspects of eating performance. Environment
and routine modifications may enhance residents’ comfort during eating and can be easily
adopted by LTC staff. Current findings should be interpreted with caution as the quality
of these studies was generally weak and the level of evidence was low. These
interventions should be more comprehensively evaluated using RCT designs and valid
outcome measures, and controlling for potential confounders to accumulate reliable
evidence.
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Limitations
This systematic review was limited mainly by virtue of the number and quality of
individual studies included. Only a small number of studies were identified and potential
eligible studies may have been missed due to the terms and keywords used for literature
search. Also, we only screened peer-reviewed published English studies and did not
access unpublished literature or presentations, which may result in the omission of some
relevant articles and existence of language bias and publication bias. The quality of
individual studies also varied widely. The inclusion of a body of eligible literature with
overall moderate quality and existing methodological weaknesses could have introduced
biases that can lead to over- or under-estimates of intervention effectiveness.
3.6 Conclusion
Effective interventions should be based on multi-level multi-component
individualized care approaches to achieve optimal eating performance among LTC
residents with dementia. By evaluating studies within the last three decades, this review
provides preliminary support for using training programs and mealtime assistance to
optimize eating performance among this population.
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Chapter 4: Optimizing Eating Performance for Long-Term Care Residents with
Dementia: Testing the Impact of Function Focused Care for Cognitively Impaired 3
4.1 Background
Impact of Dementia on Eating Performance
Estimated 68% to 72% of residents living in Assisted Livings (ALs) and Nursing
Homes (NHs) have some form of cognitive impairment, among which 41-42% have
moderate to severe impairment 8, 9. Cognitively impaired residents living in LTC today
experience greater functional decline with regard to eating compared to those without
dementia 8, 10. Twenty-two percent of AL residents with cognitive impairment
demonstrated functional decline in eating and required assistance, among which 24% and
65% had respectively moderate and severe impairment 8. Nursing home residents with
severe cognitive impairment demonstrated the greatest deterioration in eating compared
to the other ADLs within 6 months after admission 2. Eating performance is the
functional performance to get food into the mouth, and is an important indicator of
physical and psychosocial health as well as quality of life for LTC residents 5.
Compromised eating performance can result in inadequate intake and weight loss 11, 13,
malnutrition and respiratory complications 14, eating disability 16, and even death 13.
Factors that Influence Eating Performance
Functional decline in eating performance among LTC residents with dementia
often exceeds what is anticipated with aging and progression of dementia 2, 8, 10, 119.
Additional interpersonal, environmental and policy factors, as shown in Table 10, can
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also influence eating performance 24, 28. These multilevel factors interrelate and propose
great risk of compromised eating performance among residents. Specifically, due to
insufficient staffing and policies to prevent weight loss in LTC settings, caregivers may
primarily focus on maintaining caloric intake and help too much with eating in order to
complete feeding quickly 34, 41. Inappropriate and/or excessive assistance with feeding,
regardless of residents’ self-eating ability, may reinforce unintended dependence,
interfere with residents’ autonomy and elicit resistance to care 13, 16.
Table 10 Factors that influence eating performance
Levels
Factors
Interpersonal
• Perceptions among nursing and family caregivers that cognitively impaired
residents with dementia are unable to eat independently and that feeding the
residents is a way of being caring and nurturing 30, 31
• Custodial care practice that is task-oriented instead of resident-oriented, with
greater focus on intake of food versus eating process, and more emphasis on
adequate caloric intake and minimum weight loss versus little attention on
optimizing eating performance 6, 30, 33
Environmental • Unavailability of supportive and safe physical environment with assistive devices
(e.g., adaptive bowls, plates and utensils, and no-spill cups) and adaptive
equipment (e.g., adaptive chair height) for eating 16
Policy
• Staffing policies that result in high workload and insufficient staff for mealtime
supervision and assistance in terms of optimizing eating performance 33, 39, 40
• Institutional policies that restrict independent performance of eating tasks due to
safety concerns (e.g., aspiration and choking) 12, 30
• NH quality policies related to the quality indicator of minimizing the percentage of
long-stay residents who had a weight loss of 5% or more of the baseline weight in
the last month or 10% or more of the baseline weight in the last 6 months who were
not on a physician prescribed weight-loss regimen noted in an Minimum Data Set
(MDS) assessment during the selected quarter 38.

Effective interventions to optimize eating performance should focus on the
interpersonal, environmental and policy factors so as to promote engagement of residents
in their highest level of function with regard to eating 46. Restoring and maintaining
optimal eating performance is important to help decrease caregiver burden and optimize
quality of life for those living with dementia. Independent eating performance also
promotes food enjoyment and social interaction during mealtimes, and helps maintain
range of motion in upper extremities among residents 6, 7. In addition, it is likely that
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optimal self-feeding performance may help to improve overall intake and nutritional
status, and optimize weight management for those who are under- or over-weight 47.
Function-Focused Care for Cognitively impaired (FFC-CI)
Function-Focused Care (FFC) is an innovative philosophy of nursing care that
focus on optimizing function and physical activity across a variety of physical and
functional activities among residents rather than simply completing all nursing care tasks
with an effort to restore and maintain their highest level of function possible 55, 56. The
FFC intervention was developed using the theory of Self-efficacy (SE), which is based on
Social Cognitive Theory 57, 58. Based on the SE theory, individuals’ self-efficacy (SE, an
individual’s judgment of confidence to perform specific behaviors) and outcome
expectations (OE, beliefs that implementing a specific behavior will lead to a desired
outcome) of behavioral change can be enhanced by enactive attainment, verbal
persuasion and encouragement, vicarious experience and physiological state or feedback.
The stronger an individual’s SE and OE are, the more rigorously and persistently they
make efforts for behavior change.
Compared to the general LTC population, more individualized approaches and
extensive care interactions are needed to engage cognitively impaired individuals in
functional tasks and physical activities 120. A Function-Focused Care for Cognitively
Impaired (FFC-CI) intervention was tailored particularly for residents with moderate to
severe cognitive impairment using a Social Ecological Model (SEM) which addressed
intrapersonal, interpersonal, environmental and policy factors associated with a variety of
function and physical activities 59, 60. The FFC-CI intervention teaches and motivates
nursing staff to effectively engage residents in all physical activities and functional tasks
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while minimizing behavioral disturbances during care interactions 59, 60. This FFC-CI
approach has promoted function and physical activity 59, 60, and improved mood and
decreased agitation 121 among LTC residents with moderate to severe cognitive
impairment.
The FFC-CI intervention includes four components: (I) assessment of
environment and policies; (II) education; (III) establishing function focused Care goals;
and (IV) mentoring and motivating 59, 60. At baseline, an assessment and adaptation of the
environmental and policy barriers was completed to facilitate implementation of FFC-CI
with regard to all care activities. Education of staff, families and residents was then
provided to incorporate the philosophy of FFC into daily care of various functional and
physical activities. Person-centered and individualized function focused care goals were
then established for each resident, and ongoing mentoring and motivation among staff
and families was provided for the sustainability of the intervention. The FFC-CI
intervention is a comprehensive approach that addressed a variety of physical and
functional activities across all care interactions, such as mobility, exercise, bathing, and
dressing. The components that specifically focused on eating performance are shown in
Table 1 in Chapter 1.
Prior research using SE theory-based techniques, such as verbal praise and
encouragement, verbal prompts and cueing, and positive reinforcement, demonstrated
success in promoting eating performance among LTC residents with dementia 50-52. Such
verbal assistance offered by nursing staff engaged residents to continue with eating tasks
and helped to promote a maximum level of resident participation in eating, and thereby
may promote self-feeding performance. These prior studies, however, were not
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randomized controlled trials, had small sample size, and occurred over very short
durations 49. Building upon prior work in optimizing eating performance, the purpose of
this study was to evaluate the impact of the well-developed theory-based FFC-CI
intervention on eating performance over 6 months. We hypothesized that the LTC
residents with dementia who were exposed to the FFC-CI intervention would maintain or
improve their eating performance compared to those exposed to FFC-CI Education only
(FFC-ED).
4.2 Methods
Design
This study was a secondary analysis using longitudinal data from two clusterrandomized controlled trials (RCTs) which tested the efficacy of the FFC-CI intervention
on function and physical activity among LTC residents with moderate to severe cognitive
impairment 59, 60. The two original studies were both approved by University Institutional
Review Boards.
Sample and setting
Residents were eligible to participate if they were 55 years or older, had a MiniMental State Exam (MMSE) 62 score of 15 or less, lived at one of the NHs or ALs
participating in the study, had an anticipated length of stay of no less than 6 months and
were not in hospice at the time of recruitment. The Evaluation to Sign Consent (ESC)
was used to determine if the resident would self-consent 63. If the residents did not pass
the ESC test, they were asked to sign an assent form. For residents who were unable to
provide their own consent and indicated an interest and willingness to participate, proxy
consent was obtained.
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A total of 706 residents from 8 LTC facilities (4 NHs and 4 ALs) in Maryland
were screened, among which 491(70%) were eligible based on known cognitive
impairment. Among those that were eligible, 249 (51%) consented. Of those consented, a
total of 199 (80%) were eligible to participate based on baseline MMSE score and were
included in this secondary data analysis.
The four NHs and four ALs were similar in size (50-70 beds in 4 ALs and over
100 beds in 4 NHs), were located in an urban setting, were owned and operated by the
same for-profit companies, and utilized the same organizational policies and procedures
regarding staffing and care practices. In each of the trials, the four NHs and four ALs
were randomly assigned to FFC-CI intervention or attention control (FFC-ED) group.
Implementation of intervention
The four components of the FFC-CI Intervention, as described previously, were
implemented by a research FFC Nurse (FFCN), who was a registered nurse with
experience working with residents with dementia and was trained by the principal and coinvestigator using the FFC-CI Manual of Procedures. The FFCN worked within each
intervention site 10 hours per week for 6 months. Staff champions were also identified in
each treatment site to work with the FFCN to facilitate the implementation and
sustainability of the FFC-CI approach.
The sites randomized to the attention control group received the same educational
intervention (FFC-ED, component II of FFC-CI) as described for FFC-CI without
exposure to any of the other three components. As in the treatment site, the education
session was a 30-minute in-service program with handouts given by an advanced practice
nurse with experience implementing FFC interventions.
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Measures
All data were collected at baseline, 3 month and 6 months. Resident descriptive
data at baseline included age, gender, race, marital status, years of education, years living
in the facility and number of co-morbidities 61. Resident outcome data used in this
analysis included eating performance, cognitive function, sitting balance, physical
capability, depression and agitation. All measures have been used previously among LTC
residents and had established evidence of reliability and validity.
Eating performance was conceptualized using the single self-care “feeding” item
in the Barthel Index (BI) 64. Scoring ranges from “0 = completely dependent and needs to
be fed”, “3 = helper, partial dependent and much assistance needed”, “5 = limited, partial
independent and some assistance needed”, to “10 = intact, completely independent to
feed self”.
Cognitive status was measured with the MMSE 62, a screening tool that tests
orientation, registration, attention, calculation, memories and language ability. Total
scores range from 0 to 30, with higher score indicating less severity of cognitive function.
Evidence of reliability and validity was sufficient among older adults 62, 65.
Sitting balance was conceptualized using the single “chair sit-sitting balance”
item in the Tinetti Gait and Balance scale 66. Residents were labeled as “0 =no, leans or
slides in the chair, or unable to sit and not attempted” or “1 = yes, steady and safe while
sitting in the chair”. The Tinetti Gait and Balance scale had evidence of reliability and
validity 66.
Physical capability was measured using the Physical Capability Scale (PCS) 67.
This measure considers the residents’ underlying capability to engage in ADLs. Items
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include observing whether or not an individual is able to perform 16 tasks within five
categories: upper and lower extremity range of motion, chair rise, and the ability to
follow verbal and visual commands. Total scores range from 0 to 16, with higher score
indicative of better physical capability. Evidence of reliability and validity was
acceptable among LTC older adults 67.
Depression was measured using the Cornell Scale for Depression in Dementia
(CSDD) 68, an observational survey of 19 items assessing depressive symptoms in
individuals with dementia. Total scores range from 0 to 38, with a score of 8 or above
indicating significant depressive symptoms. Evidence of reliability and validity was
sufficient among individuals with dementia 68, 69.
Agitation was measured using the Cohen-Mansfield Agitation Inventory-short
form (CMAI) 70, 71, a proxy respondent survey of 14 items measuring frequency of
agitated behaviors over the last 2 weeks. Total scores range from 14 to 70 with higher
score indicating more frequent agitated behaviors. Evidence of reliability and validity
was sufficient among individuals with dementia 72, 73.
Data analysis
Descriptive statistics were conducted to summarize sample characteristics.
Descriptive analysis of the data by experimental group at baseline and each follow-up
time point was done with regard to demographics and baseline variables to assess any
potential bias created by randomization and differential attrition. Specifically, 𝝌2 test was

performed to determine whether there were treatment differences for categorical variables
at each time point, and t-test for continuous variables. Generalized estimating equations
(GEE) 122 was used with eating performance as the dependent variable. The intention-to-
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treat paradigm was followed. Any variables that had significant difference by group
across 3 time points and were associated with eating performance were controlled for in
the GEE model. GEE allows for missing values on the dependent variable, and controls
for clustering effect within settings and dependence of repeated measures within
individuals. Model assumptions were assessed using exploratory analysis (e.g., scatterplot, histogram and box-plot), and model fit was evaluated by residual analysis, Quasi
Likelihood under Independence Model Criterion (QIC) and Corrected Quasi Likelihood
under Independence Model Criterion (QICC) criteria. All the analysis was consistently
two-sided with a 5% significance level using the SPSS 19.0 software program (SPSS,
Chicago, IL).
4.3 Results
Resident demographic, functional and behavioral characteristics at baseline are
shown in Table 11. The residents were on average aged 84 (SD = 8.72, range: 58-105)
years old, had multiple co-morbid conditions (Mean = 8.04, SD = 3.15) and stayed in the
NH or AL for 2.5 (SD = 2.19) years. The majority of participants were female (n = 147,
73.9%), white (n = 124, 62.3%) and unmarried (n = 156, 78.4%; i.e., those who were
widowed, never married, divorced, or separated), and received high school education (n =
91, 45.7%). Eating performance was skewed with the majority of participants (n = 133,
67.8 %) being totally independent in eating and one third (n = 64, 32.2%) requiring help
with eating at baseline. The majority had impaired sitting balance (n = 104, 52.3%) and
severe cognitive impairment (n = 125, 62.8%). The residents had some level of
impairment in terms of physical capability (Mean PCS = 8.25, SD = 3.51, range: 0-13),
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and low level of depressive symptoms (Mean CSDD = 3.99, SD = 3.91, range: 0-22) and
agitation (Mean CMAI = 19.61, SD = 6.75, range: 14-51).
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Table 11 Residents baseline characteristics
Variables (measures)
Age, year
Education, year
Co-morbidities
Years living in NH/AL, year
Cognitive function (MMSE)
Physical Capability (PCS)
Depression (CSDD)
Agitation (CMAI)

Mean (SD)
84.19 (8.72)
11.82(3.64)
8.04(3.15)
2.48 (2.19)
7.34(4.71)
8.25(3.51)
3.99(3.91)
19.61(6.75)
N (%)

Range
58-105
2-20
1-24
.01-12.89
0-15
0-13
0-22
14-51

Setting
NH
103(52.3)
AL
96(47.7)
Female
147(73.9)
Race
White
124(62.3)
African American (Black)
73(36.7)
Asian
2(1.0)
Marital status
Married
38 (19.1)
Never married, widowed, divorced or separated
156(78.4)
Education
Up to elementary(<=8yrs)
50 (25.1)
High school (9-12yrs)
91(45.7)
College/bachelor/post bachelor/graduate (13-20yrs)
57(28.6)
Chair-sitting balance
Yes (steady, safe)
93(46.7)
No (leans or slides in chair, unable or not attempted)
104(52.3)
Cognitive impairment
Moderate(10≤MMSE≤15)
74 (37.2)
Severe (0≤MMSE≤9)
125(62.8)
Eating performance (self-feeding item in BI)
Independent
133 (66.8)
Not independent
64(32.2)
Notes. BI = Barthel Index; MMSE = Mini-mental Status Examination; PCS = Physical Capability
Scale; CSDD = Cornell Scale for Depression in Dementia; CMAI = Cohen-Mansfield Agitation
Inventory-short form. The number in the cells for each categorical variable may not add up to total N
due to missing. N=199.
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There were no differences between treatment groups at baseline with regard to
age, gender, race, education, marital status, number of co-morbidities, years living in the
LTC, cognitive function, physical capability, chair-sitting balance or agitation among
residents. There was a significant difference between groups with regard to baseline
depressive symptoms and eating performance. Participants in the intervention group had
a mean score of 3.34 (SE = .34) on the CSDD versus 4.65 (SE = .42) in the control
groups (p = .018). With regard to eating performance, those residents in the treatment
group had a mean score of 8.72 (SE = .26) on the BI “feeding” item versus 7.49 (SE =
.28) in the control groups (p = .002). These differences were accounted for in the GEE
model. As shown in Table 12, there was no significant treatment by time difference
between groups with regard to eating performance (p = .195). Specifically, those in the
treatment group had a score of 8.64 (SE = .29) at 3 months and 8.62 (SE = .33) at 6
months and those in the control group had a mean of 7.86 (SE = .30) at 3 months and
7.74 (SE = .39) at 6 months on eating performance (p = .067 at 3 months and p = .094 at
6 months between groups).
Table 12. Resident eating performance by treatment group at 3 and 6 month
Resident outcome
Control (n=98)
FFC-CI (n=101)
Mean (SE)
Eating performance
Baseline
7.49(.28)
8.72(.26)
3 month
7.86(.30)
8.64(.29)
6 month
7.74(.39)
8.62(.33)
Notes. N=199.

p value
.195
.002
.067
.094

4.4 Discussion
The trajectory of eating performance among all study participants (participants in
both treatment and control groups) over the 6 month period noted that there was no
change over this short period of time with regard to eating performance. The lack of
change in eating performance among LTC residents in our study is in contrast to the
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previously reported significantly functional decline in eating among NH residents with
moderate to severe cognitive impairment 2. Participants in that study, however, only
included NH residents with a length of stay of 3 to 6 months whereas the LTC
participants in our study of testing FFC-CI had lived in the setting for an average of 2.48
years (range: .01 to 12.89 years). It is possible that the majority of our LTC participants
had been essentially stable with regard to eating performance at the time of study.
However, based on the prior finding that NH residents generally experienced significant
decline in eating especially during the first several months following admission, it is
possible that the NH care practice and regulatory policies may impact eating performance
among residents. Current NH quality indicator policies of preventing weight loss of 5%
or more of the baseline weight in the last month or 10% or more of the baseline weight in
the last 6 months during the selected quarter 38 could reinforce the care practice to focus
more on the amount of food intake and weight with less attention on residents’ selffeeding ability, and thereby may contribute to the significant decline in eating
performance among those newly admitted residents.
The study did not demonstrate a significant treatment effect with regard to eating
performance between groups. Possible explanations for the non-significant finding may
be related to the major focus and the short duration of the FFC-CI approach as well as
staff attrition. These findings provide important directions for future research with regard
to adapting the FFC-CI approach to focus more specifically on eating performance, to
consider the length of the intervention, and to better anticipate and address staff attrition.
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FFC-CI focus
The FFC-CI approach was geared toward physical activities and functional tasks
across all activities of daily living (ADLs) and did not solely address care interactions
related to eating activities. Moreover, the major focus of FFC-CI was on increasing time
spent in physical acitivty with less attention paid to self-feeding 59, 60. Future research
may benefit from adapting the four FFC components to focus specifically on eating tasks
for the purpose of optimizing eating performance. Adaption of the FFC approach could
involve assessment of physical and cultural environment and policies related to
mealtimes and dining rooms, education of staff and families of motivational strategies to
engage residents in self-feeding, development of individualized FFC goals related to
eating and dining activities, and ongoing mentoring and motivation of staff and families
to incorporate function focused care into self-feeding related daily routine care.
FFC-CI duration
Implementation of the FFC-CI intervention for a 6-month period might not have
been long enough to detect significant changes on eating performance. As the most basic
ADL to perform 1 and the last ADL to lose 2, 3, eating performance may decline over a
longer period of time without any intervention. Previous work in implementing FFC
interventions with other LTC population also demonstrated that it took time to make the
necessary environmental and policy-related changes, expose staff and residents to
ongoing motivational strategies, and change staff’s philosophy and resident’s behaviors
during care interactions 55, 123. Future research would benefit from testing the impact of
the FFC approach over a longer period of time for LTC adults with dementia.
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Staff attrition
Although there was some evidence showing that the amount of function focused
care provided by staff increased in the intervention sites 59, 60, treatment fidelity and the
high rate of staff attrition due to staff turnover particularly in the AL treatment sites
(attrition rate of 46% in the treatment group vs.16% in the control group) 60 could
possibly be related to the non-significant findings. Moreover, it was noted that the
remaining staff were particularly challenged due to workload issues 60. Though some
level of FFC education in those treatment settings was attempted among newly hired
staff, the consistency and continuity of FFC care delivery from staff as intended during
daily care routines was challenged. Future plan for attrition in these settings should
integrate FFC education in orientations for newly staff employees. Likewise, it may be
helpful to identify more than one facility-based staff champion in each treatment site so
as to help assure sustainability of the FFC care delivery.
Additional Intrapersonal, Interpersonal, Environmental and Policy Level
Interventions to Optimize Eating Performance
Multi-level multi-component individualized care has been recommended to
engage LTC residents with dementia in their highest level of function with regard to
eating 44, 45. Based on prior research, additional approaches at the intrapersonal,
interpersonal, environment and policy levels, may worth considering to be incorporated
into future intervention work 49.
Specifically, at the intrapersonal level, certain eating task-specific training
programs for residents (e.g., spaced retrieval and Montessori activities) could enhance
procedural memory and step-by-step practice associated with eating and improved eating
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performance 77, 84, 85. In addition, some functional exercise programs improved muscle
strength, balance and gait, and thereby enhanced extremity range of motion and
performance of chair rise and ADLs among LTC residents with cognitive decline 78-80.
Improvement in physical capability and performance of overall ADLs can further
facilitate performance in eating-specific tasks 81. At the interpersonal level, in addition to
verbal assistance 50-52 and FFC approaches 55, 56, 59, 60, some feeding skill training
programs for nursing staff improved their knowledge, skills and behaviors in terms of
providing appropriate assistance to optimize residents’ eating performance 29, 46, 83.
At the environmental level, finger foods that are easy to manage and use of
assistive devices (e.g., adaptive bowls, plates and utensils, no-spill cups and adaptive seat
height) also enhanced independence in eating 16. It is critical that these finger foods and
devices be available for residents based on their preferences and underlying physical and
cognitive capabilities. Lastly, at the policy level, sufficient staff 83 and care practice
policies with a focus on optimizing eating performance instead of only maintaining
nutrition intake and preventing weight loss 30, 33 could also help improve eating
performance and help residents maintain their highest level of function.
Limitations
This study was limited mainly by virtue of being a secondary data analysis and
not initially focusing on eating performance. Current analysis included a relatively small
and select sample of residents, the majority of whom were still able to eat independently.
The participants were from four NHs and four ALs in a single state, which may not be
reflective of the many different types of LTC settings across the country. Future work
should test the impact of the FFC approach among a larger heterogeneous population of
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LTC residents and facilities. Further, it was anticipated that there was a recruitment bias
in the original intervention studies and that it was likely only those willing to participate
in a study that would help them optimize function and physical activity were recruited.
Another major limitation in this study was the way in which eating performance was
measured. The use of the single “feeding” item in the BI to conceptualize eating
performance based on staff’s observation may not be sensitive enough to capture the real
outcome variation and to detect changes in eating performance over time. Alternative
ways in which eating performance could be measured include the use of validated
multiple-item instruments, such as the Eating Behavior Scale 96 and the Level of Eating
Independence Scale 51, to capture more outcome variation with regard to eating
performance.
4.5 Conclusion
Despite the limitations, the information obtained helps guide revision of the FFCCI approach and facilitate further testing of this type of intervention as it relates to eating
performance. Specifically, we plan in future studies to adapt the FFC-CI components to
incorporate a greater focus on eating performance, test the long-term impact of this
approach and evaluate its effectiveness among a larger heterogeneous group of LTC
residents and facilities. While retaining this important FFC approach of training staff and
families to engage residents, we also plan to integrate resident training programs to
enhance cognitive memory and procedural practice related to eating tasks as well as
potentially effective environmental and policy approaches with an effort to achieve better
resident outcomes in eating performance. As challenges at the policy level that focus
more on preventing weight loss can be encountered, future research on optimizing eating
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performance should work closely with LTC leadership and administration as well as
nursing caregivers to achieve sustainable delivery of function focused care practice
among residents.
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Implications and Recommendations
5.1 Introduction
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 provide the overall focus of this dissertation submitted in
three manuscripts. The first manuscript titled “Effect of Cognition and Physical
Capability on Eating Performance in Long-term Care Residents with Moderate-to-Severe
Cognitive Impairment” described the prevalence of compromised eating performance and
tested the specific intrapersonal, interpersonal, physical environment and policy factors
that influence eating performance among LTC residents with moderate-to-severe
cognitive impairment. Findings from this study led to better understanding of the factors
that influence eating performance and provided important directions for developing and
implementing interventions. The second manuscript titled “Optimizing Eating
Performance for Older Adults with Dementia Living in Long-term Care: A Systematic
Review” described currently available interventions and evaluated the effectiveness on
optimizing eating performance among older adults with dementia living in LTC settings.
Findings from this literature review provided opportunities for future intervention work
using the most effective interventions. The final manuscript titled “Optimizing Eating
Performance for Long-Term Care Residents with dementia: Testing the Impact of
Function Focused Care for Cognitively Impaired” evaluated the effectiveness of the FFCCI intervention on eating performance among LTC residents with moderate-to-severe
cognitive impairment over a 6 month intervention period. Findings from this study noted
that FFC-CI did not significantly improve eating performance, given that the FFC-CI
approach was geared toward optimizing various function and physical activities,
particularly walking and other types of exercise. Future work, however, needs to focus
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more specifically on eating performance as part of the intervention, to consider the length
of the intervention, and to better anticipate and address staff attrition. Based on the three
manuscripts, chapter 5 will address main findings in greater detail, and discuss
recommendations and implications for research and practice, and limitations of the
dissertation work.
5.2 Factors that Influence Eating Performance
Numerous personal, environmental and policy factors influence eating
performance among LTC residents with dementia. In the secondary data analysis of 199
LTC residents with moderate to severe cognitive impairment, the exploration of the
factors associated with eating performance included multiple intra-personal
(demographics including age, gender, race and education; number of co-morbidities;
years living in the LTC facility; cognitive impairment; physical capability; chair sitting
balance; depression and agitation), inter-personal (marital status), physical environmental
and policy (type of LTC facility: AL vs. NH) factors. Among these factors, two intrapersonal factors, cognitive impairment (OR=2.70, 95% CI: 1.24, 5.87) and physical
capability (OR=1.13, 95% CI: 1.01, 1.28), were identified as significant factors
associated with eating performance adjusting for the type of LTC facility, number of comorbidities, chair-sitting balance, agitation and depression, and together explained 26 %
of the variance in eating performance.
Cognitive Impairment
The association between eating performance and cognitive status has been
previously reported

8, 16

. The functional process with regard to eating includes

recognizing food and initiating eating, maintaining attention to the meal and using
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utensils appropriately, as well as biting, chewing and swallowing food 96. Further, eating
performance is influenced by cognitive function, including visual and spatial ability,
memory, motor apraxia, language and attention, all of which are altered in advanced
dementia 12, 75, 96. Moderate to severely impaired residents with agnosia and deficits in
planning and executive function are challenged with regard to planning eating tasks and
carrying out the step-by-step procedures related to eating. Further, they are often unable
to respond to verbal cueing offered by nursing staff during mealtimes.
Though cognitive decline is considered progressive and non-reversible among
residents with dementia, minimizing the influence of cognitive decline on eating
performance by enhancing procedural memory and practice related to eating may be
useful, especially while the dementia is still mild to moderate. Prior research
demonstrated that certain eating task-specific training programs for residents, such as
spaced retrieval and Montessori activities, enhanced memory of information and
procedures and repetitive practice of step-by-step procedures and were effective in
improving eating performance 76, 77. Specifically, spaced retrieval trainings provided
residents with information and procedures related to eating and encouraged them to recall
these procedures at increasing time intervals 53, whereas Montessori-based activities
broke down eating-related activities into continuous sequential procedures and had
residents practice the procedures in sequence actively and repetitively 54. These training
programs were effective in improving independence in eating and may be helpful to
incorporate into future intervention work in terms of optimizing eating performance
among LTC residents with dementia.
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Physical Capability
Physical capability was found to be another significant intra-personal factor that
predicted independence in eating among our sample (i.e., the higher the level of physical
capability, the more likely the resident would be able to eat independently). Prior
research likewise recognized the importance of physical capability on eating performance
and independence with eating (Alexandre et al., 2012; Bedard, Weaver, & Richardson,
2001; den Ouden, Schuurmans, Mueller-Schotte, Brand, & van der Schouw, 2013). Some
level of physical capability is required to perform eating tasks independently.
Specifically, the individual needs to have sufficient upper extremity range of motion (i.e.,
needs to be able to bring his or her hand to his or her mouth) and be able to follow verbal
and/or visual commands if assistance is needed during mealtimes 12, 67. Further, the
abilities to transfer food from a plate or container into the mouth, to remember how to
bite, chew and swallow food, and to have independent sitting balance are also needed 124,
125

.
To identify goals associated with eating performance, it may be helpful to

routinely screen physical capability. It may also be helpful to consider the use of
capability strengthening strategies such as functional exercise programs to optimize
eating performance. Prior research has demonstrated that exercise could result in muscle
strengthening, improvement in balance and gait, and improved extremity range of motion
and chair rise performance, which thereby optimized performance of ADLs among LTC
residents with cognitive decline 78-80. Specifically, functional weight-bearing exercise
programs that mimick daily activities including standing up from a sitting position and
turning trunk and head while standing as well as range of motion activities of upper
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extremities including reaching out arms and grasping with hand and fingers improved
chair sit-to-stand balance, trunk-arm coordination, and upper and lower extremity
strength 126, 127. Improvement in physical capability and performance of overall ADLs can
further facilitate performance in eating-specific tasks 81. The ability to follow verbal and
visual commands may also be maintained or improved by providing visual and/or audio
assistive devices for residents with dementia while eating.
Non-significant factors
Our findings supported prior research that demographic characteristics, including
age, gender, race, education and marital status, were not associated with eating
performance 22, 82. However, the association of co-morbidities, depression and agitation
with eating performance that was identified in prior research 10, 12, 16 was not supported in
this study. A major reason for the discrepancy between our findings and that of others
may be due to limited variance in eating performance. Among our sample of 199 LTC
residents with moderate to severe cognitive impairment, eating performance was skewed
with the majority of participants (n = 133, 67.8 %) being completely independent in
eating and only one third (n = 64, 32.2%) requiring help with eating at baseline. Future
work should focus on recruiting only those with impaired eating performance to better
test approaches to care. The non-significant finding with regard to depression and
agitation may also be related to the generally low level of depressive symptoms and
agitation among our sample as well as measurement issues. Depression and agitation,
which were assessed by proxy responses over the two weeks prior to testing, might not
actually reflect residents’ real status while eating during mealtimes. Future work should
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evaluate residents’ mood and behavioral symptoms during mealtimes among a larger
heterogeneous group of residents with cognitive impairment.
5.3 Overview of Interventions that Aim to Optimize Eating Performance
Multi-level multi-component individualized care has been recommended to
engage LTC residents with dementia in their highest level of function with regard to
eating 44, 45. Based on prior research, interventions that consider and combine approaches
at the intrapersonal, interpersonal, environment and policy levels, may help optimize
eating performance 49.
Specifically, approaches at the intrapersonal level including the eating taskspecific training programs (e.g., spaced retrieval and Montessori activities) 77, 84, 85 and
functional exercise programs for residents 78-80 have been described as above. In
particular, spaced retrieval training, which enhanced resident’s memory of eating related
information and procedures 54, and Montessori methods, which focused on repetitive
practices of step-by-step procedures associated with independent eating 53, were helpful
in terms of providing residents with adequate information and skills to complete
mealtime tasks. This then decreased the likelihood of frustration and increased the
possibility that residents experienced successful independent eating 118.
At the interpersonal level, the one-on-one verbal assistance offered by nursing
staff during mealtimes (i.e., verbal prompts and cues, positive reinforcement, appropriate
praise and encouragement) 50-52 showed effectiveness in improving eating performance.
The mealtime assistance from caregivers encouraged and engaged residents to continue
with eating tasks and thereby possibly promoted self-feeding performance. Also, some
feeding skill training programs for staff improved caregivers’ knowledge, skills and
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behaviors in terms of providing appropriate assistance to maintain residents’ autonomy in
eating for as long as possible 29, 46, 83. In addition, a function focused care for cognitively
impaired approach, which focused on teaching and motivating nursing caregivers to
engage residents in functional activities instead of simply completing the care tasks for
residents 55, 56, 59, 60 could be another useful approach to optimize eating performance.
At the environmental level, the dining environmental and routine modifications
(e.g., enhanced lighting, table setting contrast, family style meal delivery) are worthwhile
to consider to improve eating performance 35, 91, 92. Additional environmental approaches
include the use of finger foods that are easy to manage and availability of assistive
devices such as adaptive bowls, plates and utensils, no-spill cups and adaptive seat height
16

. It is critical that the resident’s underlying physical and cognitive capabilities regarding

the use of finger foods and assistive utensils are assessed and that these finger foods and
devices are available and provided to residents by caregivers based on residents’ needs
and preferences.
Lastly, at the policy level, sufficient staffing 83 and care practice policies with a
focus on optimizing eating performance may be particularly important to incorporate 30,
33

. Unfortunately, current NH care practice policy places great emphasis on quality

measures as one of the three sources of information for the NH Five-Star Quality Rating
System 128, and one of the quality measures related to care practice with regard to eating
performance is the percentage of long-stay residents who had a weight loss of 5% or
more of the baseline weight in the last month or 10% or more of the baseline weight in
the last 6 months who were not on a physician prescribed weight-loss regimen noted in
an Minimum Data Set (MDS) assessment during the selected quarter 38. Such care policy
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renders the care practice of the staff to be more task-oriented with more emphasis on
maintaining adequate caloric intake to prevent unintended and excessive weight loss and
less attention on optimizing eating performance. With such challenges at the policy
levels, future work needs to acknowledge and focus on the importance of optimizing
eating performance to help residents maintain their highest level of function with regard
to eating.
5.4 Impact of FFC-CI on Eating Performance
The FFC-CI approach focuses on optimizing function and physical activity rather
than simply completing nursing care tasks with an effort to restore and maintain
resident’s highest level of function possible. The FFC-CI addresses a variety of daily care
activities by assessing environment and policies, providing education, establishing FFC
goals, and continuously mentoring and motivating staff and families 59, 60. With regard to
eating, the care policy that focused on oral intake and weight was adapted to also
consider and acknowledge the importance of optimizing eating performance, and finger
foods and assistive utensils were provided to residents based on their preferences and
capability. Then, the strategies of incorporating the FFC philosophy into daily care during
mealtimes, such as verbal cueing and encouragement, role modeling and positive
reinforcement, were provided to staff and families for engaging residents in eating
activities. Also, person-centered and individualized FFC goals related to eating were
established for each resident based on their underlying physical and cognitive capability.
For example, for residents with visual and spatial disabilities, techniques such as
simplifying the meal presentation by providing a single eating or drinking item at a time,
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role modeling (e.g., eating with the individual to demonstrate the eating process), and
hand-over-hand assistance are helpful to promote self-feeding.
In the secondary data analysis of 199 LTC residents with moderate to severe
cognitive impairment, the effect of the FFC-CI intervention on eating performance over a
6 month intervention period was tested and there was no significant treatment by time
difference with regard to eating performance between groups (p = .195). The
explanations for the non-significant finding may be related to the major focus of the FFCCI approach being on a variety of care tasks particularly bathing, dressing, transferring
and mobility besides eating, the short duration of FFC-CI, and staff attrition that occurred
in the original intervention studies.
FFC-CI focus
The FFC-CI approach within the original studies was geared toward physical
activities and functional tasks across all activities of daily living (ADLs) and did not
solely address the care interactions related to eating. Moreover, the major focus of FFCCI was on engaging residents in physical activities, mobility and transferring, with less
attention paid to self-feeding 59, 60. Future research may benefit from adapting the four
FFC-CI components to focus specifically on eating tasks for the purpose of optimizing
eating performance. Adaption of the FFC-CI approach could involve assessment of
physical and cultural environment and policies related to mealtimes and dining rooms,
education of staff and families of motivational strategies to engage residents in selffeeding, development of individualized FFC goals related to eating and dining activities,
and ongoing mentoring and motivation of staff and families to incorporate function
focused care into self-feeding related daily routine care.
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FFC-CI duration
Implementation of the FFC-CI intervention for a 6-month period might not have
been long enough to detect significant changes on eating performance. Eating is the most
basic ADL to perform and may decline over a longer period of time without any
intervention among LTC residents. Also, previous work in implementing FFC
interventions demonstrated that it takes time to make the necessary environmental and
policy-related changes, expose staff and residents to ongoing motivational strategies, and
change staff’s philosophy and resident’s behaviors during care interactions 55, 123. Future
research would benefit from testing the impact of the FFC on eating performance over a
longer period of time.
Staff attrition
Though there was some evidence showing that the amount of function focused
care provided by staff increased in the intervention sites 59, 60, treatment fidelity and the
high rate of staff attrition due to staff turnover particularly in the AL treatment sites
(attrition rate of 46% in the treatment group vs.16% in the control group) 60 could
possibly be related to the non-significant change in eating over time. Moreover, it was
noted that the remaining staff were particularly challenged due to workload issues and
thus may not have focused on using FFC approaches during care interactions at
mealtimes 60. Though some level of FFC education in those treatment settings was
attempted among newly hired staff, the consistency and continuity of FFC care delivery
from staff as intended during daily care routines was challenged. Future studies should
incorporate a plan for attrition of staff in these settings and consider such things as
integrating FFC education in orientations for newly hired nursing employees. Likewise, it
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may be helpful to identify more than one facility-based staff champion in each treatment
site so as to help assure sustainability of the FFC care delivery.
The trajectory of eating performance among all study participants (participants in
both treatment and control groups) over the 6 month period noted that there was no
change over this short period of time with regard to eating performance. The lack of
change in eating performance among LTC residents in our study is in contrast to the
previously reported significantly functional decline in eating among NH residents with
moderate to severe cognitive impairment 2. That prior study, however, only included
newly admitted NH residents and followed their functional status at 3 and 6 months after
admission, whereas the participants in the FFC-CI trials had an average length of stay of
2.48 years (SD = 2.19, ranging from .01 to 12.89 years). It is possible that moderate to
severely impaired individuals may experience greater decline with regard to eating
performance shortly after NH admission compared to their long-stay period due to
transition to the NH care practices. The current NH quality indicator policy reinforces the
institutional care practice of focusing more on the amount of food intake, rather than
optimizing eating performance. Given this policy, NH staff primarily focus on
minimizing the percentage of long-stay residents who had a weight loss of 5% or more of
the baseline weight in the last month or 10% or more of the baseline weight in the last 6
months 38. Thereby, there could be much less attention paid to residents’ self-feeding
ability (e.g., staff feed the residents who can feed themselves to ensure adequate caloric
intake), which may contribute to the significant decline in eating performance among
those newly admitted residents.
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5.5 Limitations
This study was limited mainly by virtue of being a secondary data analysis and
not initially focused on eating performance. Current analysis included a relatively small
and select sample of residents with moderate-to-severe cognitive impairment, the
majority of whom were still able to eat independently at baseline. The participants were
from four NHs and four ALs in a single state, which may not be reflective of the many
different types of LTC settings across the country. Future work should include a larger
heterogeneous population of LTC residents and facilities. Further, it was anticipated that
there was a recruitment bias in the original intervention studies and that it was likely only
those willing to participate in a study that would help them optimize function and
physical activity were recruited. Further, the study only considered a limited number of
interpersonal, environmental and policy factors that might influence eating performance
based on the availability of variables. Future research should collect additional variables
that reflect factors at these levels such as caregiver’s knowledge and skills in engaging
self-feeding, dyad interaction and communication during mealtimes, availability of finger
foods and assistive utensils, as well as institutional staffing and care practice policies
related to eating activities. Another major weakness in this study was the way in which
eating performance was measured. The use of the single “feeding” item in the BI to
conceptualize eating performance based on staff’s observation may not be sensitive
enough to capture the real outcome variation and to detect changes in eating performance
over time. Alternative ways in which eating performance could be measured include the
use of validated multiple-item instruments, such as the Eating Behavior Scale 96 and the
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Level of Eating Independence Scale 51, to capture more outcome variation with regard to
eating performance.
5.6 Conclusion
Despite the limitations, this study supported the association of eating performance
with cognitive impairment and physical capability and provided directions for future
intervention research for the purpose of optimizing eating performance. Targeted
interventions should be implemented to reduce the impact of cognitive decline on eating
performance and to promote physical capability with the purpose of optimizing eating
performance. Future work also needs to utilize validated multiple-item measures for
eating performance and examine the influence of additional interpersonal, environmental
and policy factors to enhance understanding of the factors. In addition, the information
obtained from this study helps guide development of the Function Focused Care for
Eating Performance (FFC-EP) approach and facilitate further testing of this type of
intervention in terms of optimizing eating performance. Specifically, we plan in future
studies to establish the FFC-EP approach by adapting the FFC-CI components to
incorporate a greater focus on eating performance, test the long-term impact of this
approach and evaluate its effectiveness among a larger heterogeneous group of LTC
residents and facilities. While retaining this important FFC approach of training staff and
families to engage residents, we also plan to integrate resident training programs to
enhance cognitive memory and procedural practice related to eating tasks as well as
potentially effective environmental and policy approaches with an effort to achieve better
resident outcomes in eating performance. As challenges at the policy level that focus
more on preventing weight loss can be encountered, future research on optimizing eating
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performance should work closely with LTC leadership and administration as well as
nursing caregivers to achieve sustainable delivery of function focused care practice
among residents.
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